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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Electron correlation in solids

One of the most fascinating branches of solid state physics is represented by the strongly
correlated electron systems, i.e., compounds whose physical properties are dominated by
strong electron-electron correlations. This is the case when the on-site electron-electron
repulsion U is much larger than the energies associated with the overlap of atomic orbitals
belonging to di!erent atoms. In a solid these energies are characterised by the width W of
the energy band under consideration, determined by the overlap between the orbitals of two
adjacent atoms. a large U/W ratio is expected in systems involving well-localised electrons
like the 4f and 5f electrons of the rare earths and the actinides, respectively, but also the d
electrons of the transition metals compounds.
The influence of the electron-electron correlations on the basic properties of a compound can
be understood considering the Mott insulating state [1, 2, 3, 4]. Band theory predicts an
insulating state when all bands are fully occupied or empty, whereas a metallic state occurs
under di!erent conditions. However, it is possible that the system is insulating because of two
electrons sitting on the same site would feel a large Coulomb repulsion, which Mott argued
would split the band in two: The lower band is formed from electrons that occupied an empty
site and the upper one from electrons that occupied a site already taken by another electron.
With one electron per site, the lower band would be full, and the system an insulator. This
insulator is called a Mott insulator.
Strong electron-electron correlations can give rise to a large variety of peculiar phenomena
such as for example high-temperature superconductivity in cuprates [5], colossal magne-
toresistance and charge or orbital ordering in manganites [6], one-dimensional charge and
spin self-organisation in nickelates [7], or heavy-fermion and Kondo-insulating behavior in
f -electron systems [8, 9]. The interesting phenomena in 3d transition metal oxides (TMOs)
originate from the competition between the localised nature of 3d orbitals and their band-
width. Due to the relatively small radial extent of the wave function with respect to lattice
parameters, 3d -electron systems usually have a small overlap and narrow bandwidth. The
discovery of unconventional superconductivity in 4d layered Sr2RuO4 [10] has initiated in-
tense interest in 4d and 5d layered compounds because of the potential to discover novel
phenomena, even if electronic correlations are expected to be weaker in the latter systems
due to larger spatial extent of their wave functions.
The problem of the description of electronic correlation in solids is a complicated one be-
cause of the proper choice of the potential that should represent the interactions of the
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electron with the massive atomic nuclei and the Coulomb repulsion among electrons1. From
a fundamental point of view, the electronic properties of a metal should be found solving
the Schrödinger equation for the N -particle wave function of all N electrons in the metal,
"(r1s1, r2s2, ..., rNsN )2:

H" =
N!

i=1

"
! !2

2m
"2

i "! Ze2
!

R

1
|ri !R|"

#
+

1
2

!

i!=j

e2

|ri ! rj |
" = E". (1.1)

Here the first term represents the kinetic energy of the articles, the negative potential-energy
term represents the attractive electrostatic potentials of the bare nuclei fixed at the point R
of the Bravais lattice, and the last term represents the interactions of the electrons with each
other (the Coulomb repulsion).
One has no hope of solving equation 1.1. Further progress requires a severe simplification in
order to rewrite this equation in the form of the Schrödinger equation for a single electron

H!(r) =
$
! !2

2m
"2 + U(r)

%
!(r) = E!(r) (1.2)

where !(r) is the one-electron wave function, and U(r) represents the one-electron potential.
This simplification is represented by the Hartree-Fock approximation, that describes the
electron as interacting only with the field obtained y averaging over the positions of the
remaining electrons with a weight determined by their wave functions. In this way, equation
1.1 can be rewritten as

! !2

2m
"2!i(r) + U ion!i(r) + U el!i(r) = "i!i(r) (1.3)

(called the Hartree equation) where

U ion = !Ze2
!

R

1
r !R

(1.4)

is the potential energy coming from the interaction with the lattice, and

U el = !e
!

j

&
dr"#(r")

1
|r ! r"| = e2

!

j

&
dr"|!i(r")|2

1
|r ! r"| (1.5)

is the potential energy given by the electron-electron repulsion. In this equation it was
assumed that in an independent particle picture, the contribution of an electron with wave
function !i to the charge density would be

#i(r) = !e|!i(r)|2, (1.6)

and therefore the total charge density is

#(r) = !e
!

i

|!i(r)|2. (1.7)

1For a complete mathematical treatment of the problem of the electron correlation in solids, one can consult
Chapters 8, 9, 10, 11 and 17 of the book by Neil W. Ashcroft and N. David Mermin “Solid State Physics”,
Saunders College, Philadelphia (1976).

2In the following the dependence of the wave function ! on the electron spin s and the position r will be
considered as implicit.
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Equation 1.3 implies that the possible wave functions !i have the form

"(r1s1, r2s2, ..., rNsN ) = !1(r1s1)!2(r2s2) ...!n(rnsn) (1.8)

where the !i are a set of N orthonormal one-electron wave functions. Thus the Hartree
equations give the best approximation to the full N -electron wave function that can be
represented as a simple product of one-electron levels. The wave function 1.8, however, is
incompatible with the Pauli principle, which requires the sign of " to change when any two
of its arguments are interchanged. So it must be substituted with a Slater determinant of
the one electron wave function, which is a linear combination of the product in equation 1.8
and all other possible permutations of rjsj . The Hartree equation becomes:

! !2

2m
"2!i(r)+U ion(r)!i(r)+U el(r)!i(r)!

!

j

&
dr"

e2

r ! r"
!#

j (r
")!j(r)$si,sj = "i!i(r). (1.9)

The Hartree equation 1.9, even if it is a crude approximation of equation 1.1, still leads
to a mathematical task of considerable numerical complexity. It cannot be solved in this
form, and it requires further approximations. I am not going into details here, because the
approximations are many and they depends on the problem one wants to treat. The Hartree-
Fock approximation is a good starting point in order to address some very important e!ects
due to the Coulomb repulsion such as the screening that the conduction electrons can do
to ions or charge impurities, and the exchange interaction [11] which is important for the
magnetism of transition metal ions.
The description given by the Hartree-Fock approximation is not satisfying in all situations
where electron-electron correlations may lead to very complicated many-body e!ects. How-
ever, the remarkable success of the single particle approximation in describing several prop-
erties of solids despite the strength of the electron-electron interactions has an explanation
in the Fermi liquid theory of Landau [12, 13, 14], in which the one electron approxima-
tion is substituted by a quasi-particle description of electron pairs describing the elementary
particle-hole excitations in the proximity of the Fermi level.

1.2 Scope of this thesis

In the course of this thesis I present an experimental investigation into various strongly cor-
related transition metal and rare earth compounds using core-level spectroscopic techniques,
which have augmented the understanding of the electronic properties of these di!erent sys-
tems. I will discuss the orbital occupation and the symmetry of the states near the Fermi
level, responsible for the variety of ground states shown by these compounds.
In Chapter 2 I briefly talk about the experimental playground, starting from the experimental
apparatus in section 2.1. The following sections are dedicated to the elucidation of the basic
aspects of the employed experimental techniques: x-ray absorption spectroscopy (section
2.2), photoemission (section 2.3) and resonant photoemission spectroscopy (section 2.4). In
section 2.5 the e!ects of the matrix elements on photoemission and x-ray absorption spectra
are described, and finally section 2.6 gives basic concepts about the Voigt line shape and the
Shirley background.
In Chapter 3 I report an o!-resonance and on-resonance polarisation-dependent photoemis-
sion and x-ray absorption study to probe the character and the symmetry of the occupied
and empty states in the Bi misfit cobaltate [Bi2Ca2O4]RS·[CoO2]1.67 [15], which exhibits high
thermopower and a near-insulating behavior [16]. These measurements bring clear evidence
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that the one-electron removal valence band photoemission spectra, between the Fermi energy
(EF ) and # 4.5 eV, are dominated by Co 3d states, with a strong hybridisation with O 2p
states in the binding energy region # 1.8 to # 4.5 eV below EF . In particular, I report direct
evidence that the states at the Fermi energy have a1g out-of-plane symmetry. In addition, the
photon energy dependence of the Co L3VV and O KVV Auger emissions, while the photon
energy is tuned across the Co L3 and O K absorption thresholds, gives information about the
charge transfer dynamics, suggesting an electron hopping between neighboring Co a1g states
mediated by O 2p states with suitable symmetry. These peaks undergo a transition from a
Raman to a normal Auger regime that allows to estimate the charge transfer time as # 3 fs
for electrons from Co 3d to O 2p states, and # 3.3 fs for electron transfer from O 2p to Co
3d states.
In Chapter 4 I present the e!ect of the dimensionality and the crystal distortions on the
electronic structure and the Ru 4d orbital occupation of the Ruddlesden-Popper series of
strontium ruthenates (Srn+1RunO3n+1, n = 1, 2, 3) by means of polarisation-dependent x-ray
absorption at the O K edge at two di!erent temperatures [17]. This comparative study could
give insight into the comprehension of the physical properties of these ruthenates, which
strongly depend on the number of RuO6 octahedra layers in the unit cell. In fact, they
range from an unconventional spin-triplet superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 below 1.5 K [18],
to metamagnetism close to a quantum critical point in Sr3Ru2O7 [19, 20, 21] and an exotic
ferromagnetism with metamagnetic phase separation in Sr4Ru3O10 [22, 23, 24].
In Chapter 5 the charge transfer dynamics in thick metallic Mn films deposited on a Si(111)
substrate is probed by means of resonant photoemission across Mn L3 edge [25]. A resonant
Mn L3VV Auger signal is detected for excitation energies down to 3.8 eV below the Mn L3

absorption threshold. This feature exhibits a crossover from the Raman to the normal Auger
behavior at a photon energy close to the Mn 2p3/2 photoemission ionisation threshold. The
resulting radiationless resonance Raman behavior gives rise to a signal equivalent to the 6 eV
satellite in Ni [26], with energy at 3.3 eV below EF . Moreover, the presence of many-electron
e!ects is detected for the Mn spectral weight in the valence band, with a clear contribution
of Mn-derived states at the Fermi edge.
Finally, Chapter 6 reports two examples of rare earth based systems. In the first part, the yt-
terbium valence as a function of temperature is determined in the reported near zero thermal
expansion material YbGaGe [27, 28, 29], using x-ray photoemission at various incident photon
energies [30]. Our results show that, contrary to the initially proposed Yb valence transition,
no change in the valence takes place from room temperature down to 115 K. In the sec-
ond part, a spectroscopic investigation of the electronic structure of the charge-density-wave
compound Er5Ir4Si10 is performed by means of resonant photoemission and x-ray absorption
spectroscopies [31] above and below the transition temperature. The resonant photoemission
and x-ray absorption measurements performed across the Er N54 and Er M5 edges identify
the Er 4f multiplet lines, the 4f occupancy and the character of the states close to the Fermi
edge.



Chapter 2

Experimental playground

2.1 Experimental apparatus: the beamline BACH at Elettra

The beamline BACH (Beamline for Advanced diCHroism), operative at the Elettra syn-
chrotron radiation facility in Trieste (Italy) from 2001, was designed and built to give high
flux and high brillance in a wide photon energy range (35-1600 eV) with a full polarisation
control. The top view scheme of the beamline is visible in Figure 2.1. The beamline is consti-
tuted by four sections: the pre-focusing section, the monochromator, the refocusing section
and the exprimental endstations.

The radiation source

The radiation source of BACH is a double APPLE-II undulator [32] put in series in the right
section number 8.2 of the Elettra storage ring. They are capable of providing full tunability
of the polarisation of the light from linear to circular on the axis of the electron orbit. The
undulator for low energies (LE) has a period of 77.36 mm for 27 periods. The photon energy
ranges from 22 to 300 eV using the first harmonic. The high energies undulator (HE), made
by 44 periods of 48.36 mm length, produces radiation with energy between 185 and 700 eV in
the first harmonic while higher energies are covered by higher harmonics. Such characteristics
make the flux to be optimised in two di!erent energy ranges: 50-150 eV for the LE undulator,
and 600-1000 eV for the HE undulator.

The beamline optics and the monochromator

The prefocusing section includes a Kirkpatrick-Baez system of focusing with two spherical
mirrors SM1 and SM2. The main advantage of this kind of configuration is the complete
decoupling between the horizontal and the vertical focusing, leading to an easier and more
precise alignment of these two optical elements. The first mirror (SM1) is placed 15.5 m from
the geometrical center of the straight section and it deflects the radiation horizontally. The
second mirror (SM2), located 1.65 m after SM1, deflects the beam vertically. Both of these
optical elements focus the radiation onto the entrance slit of the monochromator which is
approximately 4 m behind SM2.
The monochromator scheme follows the Padmore variable angle spherical grating mono-
chromator design. The incoming photon beam, focused onto the entrance slit in both di-
rections (tangential and sagittal), impinges on the plane mirror PM1 (6 m after) and then
is di!racted and focused tangentially (the first external order) by the spherical grating(s)
SG1(-4) onto the exit slit, 1.5 m downstream. In order to change the photon energy PM1
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Figure 2.1: Top view scheme of the beamline BACH. SM1 and SM2 are the horizontal and vertical
prefocusing mirrors. PM1 is the plane mirror of the monochromator, while SG1-4 is the set of four
interchangeable gratings. PEM1 and PEM1B are the horizontal and vertical postfocusing mirrors and
are used alternatively to direct the photon beam in the experimental chambers A, B or C. PEM2 and
PEM2B are the vertical postfocusing mirrors of branch A and B, respectively.

and SG1-4 must be rotated simultaneously. This assures the tangential monochromatic focus
onto the exit slit to be kept fixed. SG1-3 spherical gratings cover 35-160 eV, 200-500 eV and
500-1600 eV ranges with estimated resolving powers of 20000-6000, 20000-6000, and 15000-
5000, respectively. The fourth grating SG4 provides a monochromatic beam in the 400-1600
eV range with resolving power smaller (10000-2000) with respect to SG1-3 but allowing a
major flux.
The first element of the refocusing section, 1 m after the exit slit of the monochromator, is
a plane elliptical mirror PEM1 (PEM1B for branch B). It focuses the beam horizontally in
the experimental chamber. The vertical refocusing is provided by a second plane elliptical
mirror PEM2 (PEM2B for branch B) placed 7 m (6.5 m for B) downstream. The mirrors
are interchangeable in vacuum in order to deflect the beam in branch A, B and C. Spot
dimensions of the beam in correspondence of the sample position are 10$200 µm2 for branch
A and 25$ 300 µm2 for branch B.
The flux in the experimental chamber, measured with the high-resolution gratings for linearly
polarised light at the best achievable resolution, ranges between 4$1011 photons/s at 125 eV
and 2$1010 photons/s between 900 and 1250 eV. In circularly polarised mode the flux is two
times larger for energies up to 380 eV. A gain of nearly one order of magnitude is obtained
for the high-brilliance grating. Flux beyond 1.3$1011 photons/s was measured up to 1300
eV, and thus over nearly the complete energy range covered by this high-brilliance grating,
with a maximum of 1.6$1011 photons/s between 800 and 1100 eV.

The experimental end-station

The experimental end-station (whose picture is shown in Figure 2.2) is installed at the end
of the branch A of the beamline. It is constituted by a load lock, a preparation chamber and
a main experimental chamber. The preparation chamber is equipped by a manipulator for
sample annealing, some evaporators, a cleaver and a scraper. The main experimental chamber
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Figure 2.2: Picture of the end-station experimental chamber of the beamline BACH.

is equipped by a 150 mm-VSW hemispherical electron analyser with a 16-channel detector;
a four-degrees-of-freedom manipulator with a cryostat for cooling the samples down to 30 K
and annealing them up to 2300 K, with the possibility to measure the drain current from
the samples; the grating fluorescence spectrometer ComIXS [33]; a LEED-Auger apparatus;
a photodiode for total fluorescence yield measurements; an Ar ion sputter gun and a cleaver.

Experimental techniques:

2.2 X-ray absorption spectroscopy

The x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)1 is a widely used technique giving information
about the local structure and the unoccupied electronic states. XAS requires a tunable x-ray
source such as a synchrotron. The photon energy is scanned over an interval around the
binding energy of a given core level in the sample under investigation. Above a characteristic
photon energy (the absorption threshold of a given core level), the core electrons can absorb
the incident light and make transitions to empty valence states between EF and the vacuum
level (as sketched in Figure 2.3 (a)). The spectra shown in this thesis have been acquired
by measuring the current (total electron yield) generated in the sample, or the photoemitted

1A complete description of the theory and the applications of x-ray absorption spectroscopy technique is
given in Ref. [34].
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Figure 2.3: Schematic energy level diagram of the indicated electronic excitation or de-excitation
processes (see the text for the explanation).

secondary electrons (partial electron yield) while the photon energy was scanned across the
absorption threshold and above.
The XAS profile is expected to mimic the unoccupied density of states (DOS) #empty(E)
(where E indicates the binding energy inside the sample) projected onto the excited atomic
site via the dipole selection rules2, according to the x-ray absorption probability wXAS

fi (!%)
given via the Fermi golden rule by

wXAS
fi (!%) % |Mfi|2 #empty(E) $(Ef ! Ei ! !%) (2.1)

where !% is the photon energy, and Mfi is the matrix element associated to the absorption
process, and $(Ef ! Ei ! !%) accounts for the energy conservation between the initial and
the final states.
Within the sudden approximation, the dipole matrix element term is defined as

Mfi & '&f |Hint|&i(, (2.2)

where &i and &f are the wavefunctions associated to yhe initial and the final states, and Hint

is the perturbation Hamiltonian due to the interaction with the photon given by

Hint =
e

2mc

'
'A · 'p + 'p · 'A

(
=

e

mc
'A · 'p, (2.3)

with 'p the electronic momentum operator and 'A the electromagnetic vector potential. By
using the commutation relation !'p/m = !i ['x,H], I can rewrite

|Mfi|2 % |'&f |'" · 'p|&i(|2 (2.4)
2The dipole selection rules l ! (l ± 1) account for the momentum conservation in the photon absorption

process.
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where " is the unit vector along the polarisation direction of the vector potenzial 'A (that is
parallel to the direction of the electric field 'E).
Matrix elements give account for the spatial dependence of the detected intensity, as it will
be clarified in section 2.5.

2.3 Photoemission spectroscopy

Photoemission spectroscopy (PES) is an electron spectroscopy technique in which monocro-
matic light is shining on a sample, and absorbed by electrons which are then able to leave
the sample and to be detected. PES is based on the so-called photoelectric e!ect, for the ex-
planation of which Albert Einstein received the Nobel Prize in 1921. The experiment is done
in a vacuum chamber equipped with an electron energy analyser, which is used to measure
the kinetic energy (Ekin) distribution of the emitted photoelectrons, that may be considered
as an image of the occupied electronic DOS #occ(E) in the presence of the hole mediated by
the matrix elements, according to the PES probability wPES

fi given by

wPES
fi (!%) % |Mfi|2 #occ(E) $(EN

f ! EN
i ! !%) (2.5)

where Mfi is the matrix element calculated for the photoemission process, and EN
i = EN$1

i !
Ek

B and EN
f = EN$1

f + Ekin are the initial and final state energies of the N-particle system,
and Ek

B is the binding energy of the photoelectron with kinetic energy Ekin and momentum
'k. The binding energy EB of the photoemitted electrons can be derived from their kinetic
energy by the energy conservation law

Ekin = !% ! &A ! EB (2.6)

where &A is the analyser work function.

2.4 Resonant photoemission spectroscopy

Resonant photoelectron spectroscopy (ResPES) [35] is a particular case of the photoemission
process described above in case of an incident photon energy close to an absorption ionisation
threshold. ResPES is a concrete prove of the quantum mechanical nature of the matter. The
enhancement of the PE cross section of valence band states while the energy is tuned across
an absorption edge is a manifestation, on a macroscopic scale, of the quantum mechanical
interference e!ect between the direct and indirect photoemission processes from the valence
band, the indirect one resulting from the core-hole recombination, as it is clarified in the
following of this paragraph. ResPES has been widely exploited since many years as a powerful
tool to investigate the character of VB states.
Figure 2.3 reports the sketch of the processes leading to ResPES. When the incident photon
energy is tuned across an absorption threshold of a core level, the transfered energy is just
enough to excite an electron from a core level to a bound state in the unoccupied valence
band (Figure 2.3 (a)). This transition leaves the system in an excited state, which can de-
excite via two possible channels. One channel is shown in Figure 2.3 (b): the excited electron
remains in the normally unoccupied levels in the final states, and two valence electrons are
removed from the atom via a normal Auger transition. This channel is often called resonant
Auger or spectator channel, and leaves the system in a +1 charge state, but is a valence-
excited state. The second possibility (the so-called participant channel) is that the excited
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electron is involved in the Auger process (Figure 2.3 (c)); this leaves the system with a
single valence vacancy and a charge of +1. This quantum channel has a final state which is
energetically the equivalent of the direct photoemission from the valence band (Figure 2.3
(d)). The constructive interference between these two channels gives rise to a massive resonant
enhancement of atomic specific valence band states as h( passes through the absorption edge.
This fact gives rise to an anomalous increase of the PE cross section of element-specific VB
states at constant binding energy. So the total intensity of the ResPES process in given in a
representative way by

ITOT % |PES + CorePES|2 = |PES|2 + |CorePES|2 + Interference (2.7)

where the interference term accounts for the coherence between the two processes of direct
and indirect photoemission. It has also been demonstrated [36] that the temporal matching of
the processes as well as energy matching is a requirement for true “resonant photoemission”,
so that the two processes are coherent and the overall intensity is due to the squaring of the
sum of the amplitudes, and not only the summing of the squares of the amplitudes (as it
is the case for an incoherent process). Possibly, incoherence would give rise to the loss of
photoemission characteristics in the process, with a domination of Auger-like properties, as
it will be clarified in the following.

2.4.1 The Fano theory

The theory of the Fano line shape [37] is the paradigm for ResPES. The simplest version of the
theory diagonalises the Hamiltonian in a subspace consisting of one sharp state & with energy
E! and one continuum state !E with energy E. The only o!-diagonals matrix elements are
VE between & and the continuum. In the specific case of resonant photoemission, & is the
intermediate state with a core hole, and VE is the Auger matrix element for the second step
of the process. The exact eigenfunctions "E have the form

" = aE & +
&

dE" bEE! !E! , (2.8)

and Fano obtained explicit expressions for the coe#cients aE and bEE! . He then calculated
the matrix element of a transition operator T for exciting the state "E from the ground state
$g:

'"E |T |$g( = a#E '&|T |$g(+
&

dE" b#EE! '!E! |T |$g(. (2.9)

The ratio f of the transition probability |'"E |T |$g(|2 to the probability |'!E |T |$g(|2 of the
transition to the unperturbed continuum can be represented by the family of curves

f(") =
(q + ")2

(1 + "2)
, (2.10)

which gives the famous Fano resonance line shape, shown in Figure 2.4 for di!erent values
of the asymmetry parameter. q is a measure of the amount of the indirect photoemission
process as q2 is proportional to the ratio between the transition probabilities of the indirect
autoionisation process and that of direct photoemission continuum states over the core level
width %. In equation 2.10 the reduced energy variable " is

" =
E ! E! ! F (E)

)|VE |2
(2.11)
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Figure 2.4: Fano line shapes for
various values of the asymmetry pa-
rameter q.

where the self-energy F (E), arising from the interaction with the continuum, and )|VE |2 = %
is the lifetime width. The definition of " accounts for the fact that the resonance associated
with the state & is shifted from E! by a self-energy F (E).

2.4.2 Resonant Augers: a probe for charge transfer dynamics

ResPES provides a way to access not only for the electronic properties, but also for the time
scale of the charge transfer properties. In this sense, it can regarded as a pump-and-probe
technique, with an intrinsic time scale given by the lifetime of the intermediate (core-hole)
state, the so-called core-hole clock. I will give a qualitative explanation of the method based
on the charge transfer process, skipping the radiation-less Raman scattering theory which
can be found in Refs. [38, 39] in the Kramers-Heisenberg formulation.
In Figure 2.3 (b) and (c) I show two possible decay channels of the de-excitation process after
an x-ray absorption event, when the excited electron remains localised on the excited atom.
The resulting behavior, with the clear signature in the dispersion of the peak positions as
the photon energy changes (constant binding energy), is termed as Raman-Auger emission
or Raman scattering or Raman regime. If, however, the excited state of the probed atom can
overlap with ligand orbitals, there is a finite probability that the excited electron can delocalise
before participating in the core hole recombination (see Figure 2.5 (b)). At this stage, the
system is free to de-excite via a normal Auger decay at constant kinetic energy, leaving
the system in a 2+ final local configuration (Figure 2.5 (c)) (normal Auger regime). This
transition is viewed as a change from a one-step coherent to a two-step incoherent process,
and would lead to a quenching of the resonant channels in the decay of the intermediate state.
The transition between the two regimes is governed by the competition between the time
scales corresponding to the core-hole decay (*ch) and the charge transfer (*ct) or, in more
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Figure 2.5: Sketch of the charge transfer de-excitation process. After excitation via XAS (a), the core
excited electron can hop to into ligand orbitals (b) before participating in the core hole recombination
process, leaving the atom free to de-excite via a normal Auger channel (c). The hopping occurs when
the charge transfer characteristic time is less than the life time of the core hole.

general terms, the delocalisation of the excited core electron in the intermediate state. If
*ct < *ch the electron will hop on the ligand and the system will de-excite via normal Auger
behavior. These rates are not simply constants, but they change throughout the absorption
threshold. As was suggested by earlier measurements (for example [40]), the charge transfer
time may possibly depend on the intermediate state. This is due to the excitations into or-
bitals hybridised with the neighboring atoms, which have higher probability of delocalisation
in a given time. On the other hand, close to the threshold, the core-hole decay time has to
be replaced by an “e!ective scattering time”, which depends on the photon energy relative
to the absorption edge [38, 39].
Considering the excitation by an incoming photon of energy E" of an atom from its ground
state |0( to all possible intermediate levels |j( of energies Ej0 and the subsequent decay to a
final state |f(, the resonant scattering amplitude is given by

Fresonant =
!

j

'f |Q|j('j|Q|0(
E" ! Ej0 + i%

, (2.12)

where Q and D are the Coulomb and the dipole operators, respectively, and |gamma is
the life-time width of the core-hole excited intermediate state. Defining the detuning & as
the energy di!erence E" ! Ej0, one can obtain a scattering time (or e!ective duration of
scattering) as [38, 39]

*ct =
1)

&2 + %2
, (2.13)

where the contribution to scattering is mostly limited to times t < *ct. For zero detuning, i.e.
on the resonance, the e!ective scattering time is given by the core-hole lifetime %$1, whereas
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Figure 2.6: (a) Mirror plane emission from a dx2!y2 orbital (from Ref. [41]).(b) Schematic picture
of a linearly polarised radiation impinging on a sample with strongly oriented orbitals, such as dxy

and dz2 . The in-plane component of the electric field excites transitions in the dxy orbital, while the
out-of-plane component excites transitions in dz2 .

the scattering gets faster for larger detuning. It follows immediately that the probability
of observing coherent excitation and deexcitation steps increases with detuning, purely on
a quantum mechanical basis as the system will not have su#cient time for relaxation for
scattering faster than the charge transfer.
So, within the sudden approximation, ResPES can also probe the degree of localisation of
resonating states and indirectly the time scale of the charge transfer processes of matter in
the low-femtosecond time regimes, with an intrinsic lifetime scale given by the lifetime of the
intermediate (core-hole) state [39, 42].

2.5 Matrix element e!ects

Symmetry properties of the electronic states can be extracted by using the polarisation of
the incident light combined with the experimental geometry. As I have anticipated before,
this is a consequence of the fact that both XAS and PE intensity are proportional to the
matrix element term |Mf,i|2 given in equation 2.4 [43, 44, 45, 46], which takes into account
the geometry of the experiment.
Let me consider a PE experiment from a dx2$y2 orbital, with the detector located in the
mirror plane3 (see Figure 2.6 (a)). In order to have non vanishing photoemission intensity,
the whole integrand in the overlap integral of equation 2.4 must be an even function under
reflection with respect to the mirror plane. The wave function of a photoelectron approaching
a detector a long distance from the sample is a plane wave eik·r, and therefore has even parity.
In turn, this implies that (" ·x)|&i( must be even. If the one-electron orbital initial state |&i(

3When the detector is out of the mirror plane, the problem is more complicated because of the lack of an
overall well defined even/odd symmetry.
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Figure 2.7: Example of fit of
a Au 4f core level with a Voigt
spin-orbit doublet and a Shirley
background.

is also even, the photoemission process is symmetry allowed for A even, or parallel to the
mirror plane (A||, or " · x depends only on in-plane coordinates and is therefore even under
reflection with respect to the plane); if, however, the initial state is odd, the process is
allowed for A odd, or perpendicular to the mirror plane (A%, or " · x is odd and depends on
normal-to-the-plane coordinates).
This is evidenced in a more simple way by the sketch shown in Figure 2.6 (b). Let me
consider for simplicity a general sample with dxy and dz2 orbitals, illuminated by a linearly
polarised radiation. The in-plane and out-of-plane components of its electric field (given by
E|| = |E| cos + and E% = |E| sin +) excite transitions from in-plane dxy and out-of-plane dz2

orbitals, respectively. In considering the angular dependence of specific resonances it can be
assumed that the resonance shapes will be constant and only their peak height will change.
Therefore the change in resonance intensity will be proportional to the change in oscillator
strength.

2.6 Peak line shape and background

In this section I briefly describe the Voigt profile and the Shirley background that I used to
fit some of the experimental spectra.
The Voigt function is a spectral line profile found in all branches of spectroscopy in which
a spectral line is broadened by two types of mechanisms, one of which alone would produce
a Gaussian profile, and the other would produce a Lorentzian profile. In the particular case
of photoemission and x-ray absorption spectroscopies, the Voigt functional form is used in
order to fit the experimental peaks, as the Gaussian contribution takes into account the line
broadening due to the experimental resolution, while the Lorentzian contribution is due to
the lifetime of the core excited hole. The Voigt profile is then a convolution of a Lorentz
profile and a Gaussian profile:

V (x;,, -) =
& +&

$&
G(x";,) L(x! x"; -) dx" (2.14)
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where x is the energy di!erence from the line center, G(x;,) is the centered Gaussian profile

G(x;,) =
e$x2/(2#2)

,
)

2)
(2.15)

and L(x; -) is the centered Lorentzian profile:

L(x; -) =
-

)(x2 + -2)
. (2.16)

About the Shirley background, it is introduced in the fit in order to take into account the
asymmetry at the low kinetic energy (i.e. high binding energy) side of the photoemission
peaks. This asymmetry is basically due to the inelastic scattering the photoelectrons experi-
ence before leaving the sample [47]. The inelastic-scattering correction is made by subtracting
a quantity proportional to the spectrum integral according to equation 3 in Ref. [47]. Figure
2.7 shows an example of a Au 4f core level with a Voigt spin-orbit doublet and a Shirley
background.
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Chapter 3

Electronic structure and charge
transfer processes in Bi-Ca misfit
cobaltate

In this Chapter I report polarisation dependent on-resonance and o!-resonance photoemission
and x-ray absorption measurements to probe the character and the symmetry of the occupied
and empty valence band states of the misfit four-layered cobaltate [Bi2Ca2O4]RS·[CoO2]1.67

1,
which exhibits high thermopower and a nearly insulating behavior. These experiments bring
clear evidence that the one-electron removal valence band photoemission spectra, between the
Fermi energy (EF ) and # 4.5 eV, are dominated by Co 3d states, with a strong hybridisation
with O 2p states in the binding energy region # 1.8 to # 4.5 eV below EF . In particular, I
report direct evidence that the states at the Fermi energy have a1g out-of-plane symmetry.
In addition, by tuning the incident photon energy across the Co 2p3/2 * Co 3d (a1g) threshold
and the O 1s*O 2p-Co 3d (a1g) hybridised threshold (both found at # 2 eV below the
absorption edge maximum), is possible to observe a transition from a Raman regime to an
Auger regime. From this transition, the charge transfer dynamics from the Co 3d to the O
2p states and from the O 2p to the Co 3d states have been estimated to be # 3 fs and # 3.3
fs, respectively. This combined information suggests an electron hopping process between
neighboring Co a1g states across EF and mediated by O 2p states with suitable symmetry.
Finally these findings are correlated to the electron transport mechanism in this system.

3.1 Complex thermoelectric materials

Thermoelectric materials, which can generate electricity from waste heat, could play an
important role in a global sustainable energy solution. Home heating, automotive exhaust,
combustion of fossil fuels and industrial processes all generate an enormous amount of unused
waste heat that could be converted to electricity by using thermoelectrics. They have long
been too ine#cient to be cost-e!ective in most applications [48]. However, a resurgence of
interest in thermoelectric materials began in the middle 1990s, when theoretical predictions
suggested that thermoelectric e#ciency could be greatly enhanced through both the disorder
and complexity within the unit cell of the material that, combined with nanostructured

1The apex ‘RS’ indicates the stoichiometric formula in the squared parentheses represents the pseudo-
quadratic rock-salt layers composition (shown in Figure 3.3) that separate the CoO2 octahedra layers one
from another, as it will be explained at page 26.
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systems, could lead to an overall high e#ciency materials [49, 50].
A good thermoelectric material has a high value of the thermoelectric figure of merit zT ,
defined as

zT = .2,T//, (3.1)

where . is the thermoelectric power (TEP) (or the absolute value of the Seebeck coe#cient),
, is the electrical conductivity and / is the thermal conductivity. In order to maximize zT ,
a large Seebeck coe!cient, a high electrical conductivity and a low thermal conductivity are
required. As these transport characteristics depend on interrelated material properties, a
number of parameters need to be optimised in order to maximize zT .
., , and / are related one another by the carrier concentration n. For simple metals the
Seebeck coe#cient is given by

. =
8)2k2

B

3eh2
m#T

' )

3n

(2/3
, (3.2)

where m# is the e!ective mass of the carrier2, while the electrical conductivity is directly
proportional to n through

, = neµ, (3.3)

the µ is the carrier mobility. The thermal conductivity / comes from two sources: electrons
and holes transporting heat (/e) and phonons traveling through the lattice (/l). /e can be
related to the electrical conductivity through the Wiedemann-Franz law:

/e = ,LT = neµLT, (3.4)

where L is the Lorenz factor3, while /l is usually determined by the di!erence between
/ and /e. zT is maximized by a compromise between these di!erent contributions. The
maximum typically occurs at a carrier concentration n between 1019 and 1021 carriers per
cm3 (depending on the material), which falls in between common metals and heavily doped
semiconductors (see Figure 3.1 (a)).
It is worth-noting that, as the electron thermal conductivity /e scales with the electrical
conductivity ,, the best way to minimize the zT ratio is to reduce the lattice thermal con-
ductivity /l. Good thermoelectrics are therefore crystalline materials that manage to scatter
phonons, thus reducing their heat transport, without significantly disrupting the electrical
conductivity.
There are basically three ways to reduce the lattice thermal conductivity /l: (1) the disorder
and (2) the complexity of the unit cell, and (3) the division of the unit cell in sub-lattices. Here
I report few examples of thermoelectric systems satisfying one of these three conditions, with
particular attention to the last one. A complete and exhaustive review of the state-of-the-art
on thermoelectric materials and perspective is given in Ref. [51].
(1) Many of the recent high-zT thermoelectric materials can reach a reduced lattice thermal
conductivity by increasing phonon scattering through disorder within the unit cell. This
disorder is achieved through point defects such as interstitial sites, or partial occupancies or
rattling atoms, in addition to the possible disorder occurring in the alloying, which could re-
duce the phonons mean free path through the crystal. For example, rare-earth chalcogenides

2The e"ective mass m" increases in presence of flat, narrow bands with high density of states at the Fermi
surface. The heavy carriers move with slower velocities, and therefore small mobilities, so a high value of m"

leads in turn to low electrical conductivity (as derived from Equation 3.3).
3The Lorenz factor L is 2.4" 10#8 J2 K#2 C#2 for free electrons.
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Figure 3.1: (from Ref. [51]). (a) Trend of . (plotted on the y axis from 0 to 500 µVK!1), , (from
0 to 5,000 &!1cm!1), / (from 0 to 10 W m!1K!1) and zT as a function of the carrier concentration
n, as modeled for Bi2Te3. (b) The skutterudite structure is composed of tilted octahedra of CoSb3

creating large voids represented by the blue polyhedron. (c) The complex Yb14MnSb11 unit cell. (d)
Crystal structure of NaxCoO2: ordered Co-O octahedra layers are separated by disordered Na+ layers.

[52] with a Th3P4-like structure (as La3$xTe4) have a relatively low lattice thermal conduc-
tivity presumably due to the large number of random vacancies x. Moreover, the potential
to reduce thermal conductivity through disorder within the unit cell is particularly large in
structures containing voids. As an example, skutterudites such as CoSb3 [53], contain tilted
CoSb6 octahedra, which create voids that may be filled with rattling atoms, as shown in
Figure 3.1 (b).

(2) Low thermal conductivity is also associated with crystals containing large and complex
unit cells. One example is Yb14MnSb11 [54, 55], which contains [MnSb4]9$ tetrahedra, poly-
atomic [Sb3]7$ anions, as well as isolated Sb3$ anions and Yb2+ cations (see Figure 3.1
(c)). This structural complexity, despite the crystalline order, enables extremely low lattice
thermal conductivity (as it inhibits the phonon propagation through the crystal lattice) and
leads, combined with a large Seebeck coe#cient and a high electrical conductivity, to a zT
of # 1.0 at 900'C.
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Figure 3.2: Temperature-doping phase diagram of NaxCoO2 (from Ref. [56]). CoO2 represents the
Mott insulator limit for x = 0, while NaCoO2 is the band insulator limit for x = 1.

(3) Finally, low thermal conductivity can also be achieved in complex systems with distinct
sublattices providing di!erent functions within the material. This condition is analogous
to the enabling features that led to high-Tc superconductivity in copper oxides. In these
materials, the free charge carriers are confined to planar Cu-O sheets that are separated
by insulating oxide layers. Precise tuning of the carrier concentration is essential for su-
perconductivity. This is enabled by the insulating layers acting as a charge reservoir [57]
that houses dopant atoms that donate charge carriers to the Cu-O sheets. The separation
of the doping regions (the oxide layers) from the conduction regions (the Cu-O sheets) keeps
the charge carriers su#ciently screened from the dopant atoms so as not to trap carriers,
which would lead to a low mobility and a hopping conduction mechanism rather than su-
perconductivity. Likewise, the ideal thermoelectric material would have some regions of the
crystalline structure provided by high-mobility electrons (called the “electron crystal” in Ref.
[51]), interwoven with insulating regions ideal for housing dopants and disordered structures
without disrupting the carrier mobility in the electron-crystal region, much like the charge
reservoir region in high-Tc superconductors. The electron-crystal regions need to be thin, on
the nanometer or ångström scale, so that phonons with a short mean free path are scattered
by the insulating region. Such thin, low-dimensional electron-transport regions might also be
able to take advantage of quantum confinement to enhance the Seebeck coe#cient. Examples
of such a crystalline structure are provided by Na cobaltates NaxCoO2 (as well as Ca and Bi
misfit cobaltates), shown in Figure 3.1 (d). These systems are constituted by two sublattices:
the insulating disordered Na layers, acting as charge injectors, and the Co-O metallic layers,
constitute by distorted CoO6 octahedra (see section 3.2), where the free carriers are free to
move in a quasi-two dimensional environment. The disorder and the layered structure cause
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Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic picture of the side view of the BiMCoO misfit structure. The distorted
Co-O octahedra layers are separated by four pseudoquadratic rock-salt (RS) layers, stacked in the
order MO/BiO/BiO/MO. aRS and bRS indicate the in-plane crystallographic axis for the RS. (b) Top
view picture of the CoO2 triangular lattice. The green circles are the Co ions, while light blue circles
are the O ions. aT and bT indicate the in-plane crystallographic axis for the triangular lattice.

the phonon scattering at the interface, thus reducing the lattice thermal conductivity. The
relatively large Seebeck coe#cient values obtained in cobaltates, attributed to spin-induced
entropy [58], is an unexpected property for a transition metal oxide, where the high elec-
tronegativity of oxygen and the strong chemical bonding are usually responsible respectively
for the low mobilities and high lattice thermal conductivity.

3.2 Na and Bi misfit cobaltates

The coexistence of a large TEP with a low resistivity and a low thermal conductivity [16,
51, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63] and the discovery of superconductivity at Tc = 5 K in the hydrated
Na0.35CoO2 · 1.3H2O [64] have brought Na and misfit cobaltates in the center of a quite
intensive theoretical and experimental investigation, leading to the discovery of a variety of
complex ground states. This is shown by the temperature-doping phase diagram [56] of Na
cobaltates in Figure 3.2. The doping x gives the number of Na atoms per unit cell, and
has the e!ect of modifying the number of free carriers in the CoO2 layers by a!ecting the
Co3+/Co4+ ratio. In the left-hand side limit of the phase diagram, when x = 0, all Co ions
have 4+ valence and the system CoO2 is a Mott insulator. On the contrary, NaCoO2 (in the
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Figure 3.4: Valence band spectra of BiMCoO (M=Ca, Sr or Ba), acquired with h(=144 eV at room
temperature with an overall experimental resolution of 70 meV. The e!ect of the increasing electron
doping from the rock-salt is visible as an increasing spectra weight near the Fermi level going from
Ba to Ca.

limit for x = 1) is a band insulator. In the middle, the medium valence of Co ions is given
as a function of x by x(+3) + (1 ! x)(+4), and the physical properties range from a good
metallicity with a Pauli susceptibility for x < 0.5, to a charge-ordered insulating behavior for
x + 0.5, to a Curie Weiss metallic behavior with magnetic instabilities (a spin-density-wave
transition for x + 0.8 at T+ 28 K) for x > 0.5 [56]. The TEP is higher in the right-hand
region of the phase diagram increases as a function of x and reaches the maximum value for
x + 0.85 [62]. Interestingly, strong correlation and magnetic orderings appear near the band
insulator regime of the phase diagram, when the concentration of Co4+ magnetic impurities
decreases.
More recently, cobaltates made of Bi and other chemical elements (called Bi misfit cobaltates)
have been synthesised [16, 61, 65]. Their value of the figure of merit zT at 300 K is for example
0.025 for Bi-Sr [65] and 0.015 for Bi-Ca [16] misfit cobaltates, slightly smaller than the value
of # 0.1 reported for NaCoO2 [59]. Bi misfit cobaltates are characterised by a complex three
dimensional (3D) crystalline structure constituted by CoO2 distorted octahedra layers4 and
four pseudo-quadratic rock-salt (RS) layers of the type M-O/Bi-O/Bi-O/M-O (with M=Ca,
Sr or Ba) stacked along the c axis (see Figure 3.3 (a)). Their ideal stoichiometric formula is
[Bi2M2O4]RS·[CoO2]m (hereafter BiMCoO), even is substitutions and/or vacancies are found

4Such CoO2 distorted octahedra layers are the same found in Na cobaltates NaxCoO2 (see Figure 3.1 (d))
and other misfit cobaltates, such as for example the three-RS-layered [Tl0.8Co0.2Sr2O3]

RS·[CoO2]1.8 [66] or
[Ca2CoO3]

RS·[CoO2]1.62 [60].
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Figure 3.5: (a) Schematic rep-
resentation of an undistorted (left)
and a distorted (right) CoO6 oc-
tahedron for Na0.35CoO2 · 1.3H2O
(from Ref. [71]). (b) Energetic or-
der Co 3d orbitals in an octahedral
(Oh) and a trigonal (D3d) surround-
ing chemical environment.

in the RS [61, 67]. The misfit structure derives from the incommensurability of one of the in-
plane cell parameters between each sublattice (bRS/bT = m) [68, 69]. The relative periodicity
m increases with the size of M, from 1.67 for Ca, 1.82 for Sr and , 2 for Ba. By suppressing
the electron motion along the c axis, the RS imposes a quasi-two-dimensionality upon the
CoO2 layers, and acts as a charge reservoir for the CoO2 planes. As it was enlightened in
section 3.1, these are ideal structural characteristics for the zT enhancement. The amount
of transferred electrons cannot be predicted because of the non stoichiometries, but, as all M
are divalent, it is expected to increase with 1/m from Ba to Sr to Ca, as it is demonstrated
by the valence band spectra shown in Figure 3.4. In fact, the estimation of the e!ective
doping x5 gives 0.7 for Ba, 0.8 for Sr and 0.9 for Ca [70]. This puts BiCaCoO in the poorly
explored region of the NaxCoO2 phase diagram (see Figure 3.2), near the band insulator limit,
where unexpected magnetic correlations and a huge increase of the TEP [62] are detected.
This ligand-dependent doping leads Bi misfit cobaltates to exhibit a metal-to-insulator (MI)
transition going from Ba to Sr to Ca (i.e. BiCaCoO is the more insulating compound). Angle
resolved photoemission (ARPES) measurements have shown that the electronic structure near
the Fermi level is similar in Na and misfit cobaltates, which legitimates the comparison [70].
Interestingly, Bi misfit cobaltates show a comparable figure of merit6 and similar electronic
properties with respect to high-x Na cobaltates such as a Curie-Weiss susceptibility and a
comparable TEP7, but di!erent magnetic properties: in fact, BiBaCoO exhibits a positive

5The e"ective doping is defined as the number of electrons transferred from the RS to the CoO2 slabs, and
it is equal to x in NaxCoO2.

6Due to the low value of thermal conductivity of misfit cobaltates (# 1 WK#1 m#1 at 300 K), their figure of
merit is caculated to be 0.015 at RT for BiCaCoO and 0.025 for BiSrCoO, comparable with that of NaxCoO2

(0.03).
7The RT TEP for misfit cobaltates is # 95 µVK#1 for Ba [72], # 125 µVK#1 for Sr [65] and # 140 µVK#1
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magnetorestistance starting below 15 K, and its magnitude increases as T decreases [61]. On
the contrary, both BiSrCoO and BiCaCoO show large negative magnetoresistance [16, 72],
never reported for Na cobaltates, that reaches for BiCaCoO -87% in 7 T at 2.5 K. This
reveals that there exists a coupling between itinerant carriers and magnetic fluctuations.
Moreover, transport measurements reveal that the absolute values of their in-plane resistivity
#ab at 300 K is tipycally one order of magnitude larger than in Na cobaltates (for example
#ab = 60 m& cm$1 at 300 K for BiCaCoO), but while in BiBaCoO d#/dT is positive down
to low temperature [61], in BiSrCoO and BiCaCoO there is an upturn of the resistivity from
d#ab/dT>0 to d#ab/dT<0 at 50 K for Sr [73] and 200 K for Ca [16]. These properties are
consistent with those of samples grown by other groups [74, 75].
The RS block separates Co-O layers, in which Co ions are located in the centre of an oc-
tahedron with six oxygen atoms. Each octahedron is tilted and compressed with respect to
the c axis (see Figure 3.5 (a)). Such a distortion results in layers of triangular arrays of Co
sandwiched between oxygen layers (see Figure 3.3 (b)), and lowers the local symmetry group
of cobalt from Oh (octahedral) to D3d (trigonal). This makes the occupied Co 3d t2g states
to split into new states, one with out-of-plane a1g symmetry and the other double degenerate
with in-plane e"g symmetry, as it is schematically sketched in Figure 3.5 (b). These states can
be represented as

|a1g( =
1)
3

[|dxy(+ |dyz(+ |dzx(] (3.5)

|e"g1( = +
1)
3

)
|dxy(+ e$i2$/3|dyz(+ e$i4$/3|dzx(

*
(3.6)

|e"g2( = ! 1)
3

)
|dxy(+ e+i2$/3|dyz(+ e+i4$/3|dzx(

*
, (3.7)

where |dxy(, |dyz( and |dzx( are the atomic orbitals in the reference system (x, y, z) of the
undistorted octahedra. Clear pictures of these orbitals are reported in Figure 3.6 from Ref.
[71]. The a1g orbital is a 3dz2 orbital in the a, b, c crystallographic axes. As expected, the
three low energy orbitals (a1g, e"1g and e"2g ) are pointing between the oxygen atoms, while the
high energy ones (e1

g and e2
g) are directed toward the ligands. Another important point to

notice is the amount of Co 3d - O 2p hybridisation in the cobalt orbitals. Indeed, while the
two eg orbitals do not present noticeable delocalisation on the neighboring oxygen ligands, the
a1g orbital exhibits some mixing with the oxygen 2pz orbitals - namely about 2/3 Co 3d and
1/3 O 2p - and the two eg orbitals are strongly hybridised with the oxygen 2p with for the two
eg about 55% Co 3d and 42% on the O 2p. The knowledge of the energetic order between
the t2g orbitals is of crucial importance for understanding the interplay between the low
energy electrodynamics properties of these compounds, and the symmetry character of the
carriers [16, 61, 62, 73, 74, 76]. Although, in a crystal field approach, the trigonal distortion
would stabilise the a1g state compared to e"g states [77], band calculations [78] predict that
the top of the t2g band has a dominant a1g character, with six e"g pockets at K points of the
Brillouin zone. Many spectroscopic experimental studies [79, 80, 81] confirm the a1g character
prediction, but e"g pockets could not be detected by ARPES [70, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86]. Ab initio
quantum chemistry calculations predict a lower value for e"g bands [87], which may account
for this di!erence. Nevertheless, a direct and clear experimental evidence of the out-of-plane
symmetry character of the states across EF is lacking in misfit cobaltates.

for Ca [16], comparable with that of NaxCoO2 with x near 0.8 [62].
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Figure 3.6: a1g and e"g orbitals calculated for a Co4+ ion in the Na0.35CoO2 · 1.3H2O (from Ref.
[71]).

3.3 Motivation and aim of the present study

The aim of the present study, based on polarisation dependent (on-resonance and o!-resonance)
photoemission (PE) and x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), is to elucidate the nature and
the character of the Co 3d occupied and unoccupied valence band (VB) electronic states
and to evaluate the degree of hybridisation of the Co-O bonds in BiCaCoO. To the best
of my knowledge, such a complete spectroscopic investigation was never reported before for
BiCaCoO. By combining resonant photoemission (ResPES) and XAS with the polarisation
selection rules, I also obtain information about the symmetry of the resonating states. In par-
ticular, ResPES measurements at the Co L3 and Co M32 edges reveal strong Co 3d character
down to # 4.5 eV binding energy (BE) and a significant overlap between states with Co 3d
and O 2p character between 1.8 and 4.5 eV below EF . These measurements, together with po-
larisation dependent photoemission (PE) and XAS measurements, confirm that the occupied
and empty states across EF have a1g out-of-plane symmetry. I also track the Raman-Auger
transition for Co 2p3/23d3d and O 1s2p2p Auger peaks. Both these transitions involve the
Co a1g out-of-plane states, revealing an abrupt delocalisation of the excited core electrons.
Within the sudden approximation, this finding can be interpreted in view of the electron
transport mechanism, suggesting an electron hopping process between neighboring Co a1g

states across EF and mediated by O 2p states with a suitable symmetry. The charge transfer
time is estimated to be # 3 fs for electrons from Co 3d to O 2p states, and # 3.3 fs for
electron transfer from O 2p to Co 3d states.
The interest for BiCaCoO derives from the fact that it is the nearest to the band insula-
tor limit in the NaxCoO2 phase diagram [56], where, as already reported in the previous
paragraph, unexpectedly strong electron correlations are found in these systems. In a re-
cent angle resolved photoemission study on Bi misfit cobaltates, Brouet and coworkers have
demonstrated how strong electronic correlations manifest in these systems [70]: the quasi-
particle peak at EF detected in BiBaCoO loses its intensity in BiSrCoO, and disappears in
BiCaCoO, accompanied by a progressive transfer of spectral weight from the quasi-particle
peak to an incoherent dispersive structure at higher binding energies (Figure 3.7). This trend,
observed also by other authors for Pb-doped Ba and Sr cobaltates [86], is interpreted as a
fingerprint of the increasing electronic correlations from Ba to Ca. So it is interesting to
study the electronic structure of the CoO2 layers in a di!erent environment that Na and in
the limit of a strong correlated nearly insulating behavior.
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Figure 3.7: VB ARPES spectra at 20 K cor-
responding to the top (thick red line) and the
bottom (thin blue line) of the near-EF band in
BiBaCoO, BiSrCoO and BiCaCoO. For the red
curves there is the maximum spectral weight at
EF , while for the blue ones the spectral weight is
at minimum (from Ref. [70]).

3.4 Experimental method

BiCaCoO single crystals with dimensions of approximately 1.5$1.5$0.3 mm3 (a$b$c) were
grown by a standard flux method [67]. They were characterised by magnetic and transport
measurements [72], while the misfit crystal structure and parameters have been investigated
by x-ray di!raction measurements confirming the misfit crystal structure [69].
The PE and XAS experiments were carried out at the BACH beamline [88, 89] on the Elettra
storage ring. Samples were cleaved in situ in RT at a background pressure < 5$10$10 mbar,
while the experiments were performed in a background pressure < 4$10$10 mbar. The
cleaved surfaces were seen to be very stable and remained clean for # 48 hours.
PE spectra were acquired using a 150 mm-VSW hemispherical electron analyser with a 16-
channel detector. The analyser work function & was determined by measuring the EF of a
pure Au sample using the first and the second order of the di!raction grating. The overall
experimental resolutions were set at 380 meV, 250 meV and 70 meV for ResPES spectra
across the Co L3 edge, the O K edge and the Co M32 edges, respectively. XAS spectra were
measured using the total electron yield with an energy resolution of 0.5 eV and 0.2 eV for
the Co L32 edges and the O K edge, respectively. PE and XAS spectra were referred to the
EF of a gold reference sample. All data were collected at RT.
Figures 3.8 (a) and (b) show the polarisation configurations exploited. The incidence angle
(+inc), defined as the angle between the direction of the incoming photon direction and the
normal to the sample surface (i.e. the c axis), was fixed at 60' for all PE measurements, while
it was changed from 0' to 60' for XAS measurements. Hereafter I define as P geometry the
experimental condition when the light electric field

!*
E lies in the plane defined by the photon

direction and the c axis (Figure 3.8 (a)), and S geometry when
!*
E is perpendicular to that

plane (Figure 3.8 (b)). Figure 3.8 (c) shows the scheme of the light electric field components
with respect to the orientation of the Co-O octahedra. It is important to note that in P
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Figure 3.8: Schematic view of the experimental configurations: in P geometry (a) the light polari-
sation is parallel to the plane defined by the photon direction and the c axis, in S geometry (b) the
light polarisation is perpendicular to it. (c) Scheme of the light electric field components ('E - c and
'E - ab) with respect to the orientation of the Co-O octahedra.

geometry there are contributions from out-of-plane states of a1g symmetry together with the
in-plane e"g states.
PE spectra taken on the same sample, for di!erent cleaves, were found to be consistent. The
cleanliness of the surface was checked during the entire experiment by taking PE spectra of
the VB and O 1s spectral region. The O K and Co L32 ResPES spectra were aligned using
the Bi 5d5/2 core level.

3.5 X-ray absorption results

Figure 3.9 (a) shows the first peak of the O K edge absorption spectra acquired in P geometry
at +inc = 0' and +inc = 60'. According to the literature on Na cobaltates [90, 91], the features
labeled as A1, A2 and A3 and located at 528.1 eV, 529 eV and 530 eV, respectively, are
assigned to O 2p empty states hybridised with Co 3d empty state, while the structures at
higher photon energies (shown in the inset of Figure 3.9 (a)) are assigned to transitions from
the O 1s to oxygen 2p empty states hybridised with Bi and Ca outer orbitals (532-539 eV)
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Figure 3.9: O K edge main peak (a) and Co L3 edge (b) XAS spectra of BiCaCoO acquired in P
geometry for +inc = 0# (black curve) and +inc = 60# (red curve). The inset in (a) shows the wide O K
edge absorption spectrum. The inset in (b) shows enlarged C1 feature; dots represent the experimental
points, while the dashed lines the smoothed curves. A linear background has been subtracted to the
spectra.

and with Co 4sp continuum states (539-547 eV). The energy splitting between A1 and A2 is
# 0.9 eV and between A2 and A3 is # 1 eV. The angular dependence of their intensities (an
increases of spectral weight with the incidence angle for A1 and an opposite trend for A2)
allows to specifically assign them to Co4+ a1g (A1), Co3+ eg (A2) and Co4+ eg (A3) states,
as was done for Na cobaltates [90]. It is worth-noting that the angular dependence of A3

is not straightforward because of the eventual presence of O 2p - Bi 6p hybridised states in
the same energy region, as already reported in Ref.s [79, 81] for BiSrCoO and confirmed by
cluster calculations for BiCaCoO [92].

Co L3 edge XAS spectra at +inc = 0' and +inc = 60' are shown in Figure 3.9 (b). They are
also in good experimental agreement with those reported for other cobaltates [79, 90, 91, 93].
L3 edge consists of a main peak at 780.3 eV (C2) and two shoulders at 778.5 eV (C1) and
782.5 eV (C3), which can be attributed to Co4+ ions, by analogy with Na cobaltates [90, 91].
This confirms qualitatively the doping estimated for BiCaCoO. The data show an increasing
emission for the C1 feature by increasing the incident angle (see inset in Figure 3.9 (b)). This
result confirms that the holes near EF have a dominant a1g out-of-plane orbital character, in
agreement with O K edge XAS.
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Figure 3.10: BiCaCoO VB spectrum
acquired at RT with h( = 90 eV in P
geometry (overall resolution: 70 meV).

3.6 Photoemission results

3.6.1 Valence band features

Figure 3.10 reports the full VB spectrum of BiCaCoO acquired at h( = 90 eV in P geometry.
The most pronounced VB components are marked by the letters from A to G. The broad
emission centered at 11 eV is the result of the superposition of two components: the Bi 6s
core level [94] (H) at # 11.5 eV, and the correlation satellite G centered at # 10.5 eV BE
(detected also in Na cobaltates [82] and not predicted by density of states (DOS) calculations
[78], indicating a strongly correlated behavior.
By comparing this spectrum with that of Na0.7CoO2 [82] measured at the same photon energy,
one can see that the VB line shape reveals the same general features as Na cobaltates: a peak
near the Fermi level separated from a wider structured region from # 2 eV to # 8 eV BE,
even if it has more structure with respect to Na. This is in general agreement (with the
exception of emission F) with band theory DOS calculations [78] for Na0.5CoO2, confirming
that VB states are constituted mainly by Co 3d and O 2p states. In the following I will
explain the character and the symmetry of VB states.

3.6.2 ResPES at Co L3 edge

The panels (a) and (b) of Figure 3.11 show a selection of wider VB spectra obtained by tuning
the photon energy across the Co L3 edge from 775 eV to 785.5 eV in the P and S geometries.
The photon energies are marked as circles on the corresponding XAS spectra in panels (c)
and (d). The spectra have been normalised to the intensity of the Bi 5d3/2 core level, located
at 28.7 eV BE, whose cross section does not change appreciably in this energy range. By
increasing the photon energy for both P and S geometries the emission near EF is first almost
suppressed (h( + 777 eV) and then it strongly increases, starting from h( + 779 eV, reaching
a maximum at the top of the absorption edge, h( + 780.2 eV. This finding is consistent with
that reported for Co L3 ResPES experiments on the superconductor Na0.35CoO2 · 1.3H2O
[80] and the Bi-Sr misfit cobaltate [81]. This result confirms that the sharp emission near EF

has a predominant Co 3d t2g character.
The constant-BE pure resonant enhancement of the deeper part of the VB (2-9 eV BE)
cannot be clearly interpreted because of the resonant Co 2p3/23d3d Auger line (marked by
thick vertical dashes in Figures 3.11 (a) and (b)). The evolution of the Auger contribution
will be discussed in section 3.7.1.
Figure 3.12 (a) shows the resonant spectral weight (RSW) obtained by subtracting spectrum
1 from spectrum 8 in Figures 3.11 (a) and (b). The amount of resonance of the peak near
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Figure 3.11: Resonant VB PE spectra collected with photon energies across the Co L3 edge in P
(a) and S (b) geometry. The spectra corresponding to the resonance maximum are shown in thick
lines (orange and violet, respectively). XAS spectrum at the Co L3 edge measured in P (c) and S (d)
geometry.

EF is less pronounced in the S geometry than in the P geometry. This e!ect is unlikely to
originate from geometric factors, i.e. the enhancement of the PE cross section for out-of-
plane a1g states in P geometry with respect to e"g. In fact, the graph also reveals a transfer of
spectral weight from the peak near EF to the resonant Co 2p3/23d3d Auger line in S geometry
with respect to P geometry. The more intense Auger emission in S geometry with respect
to P geometry can be regarded as experimental evidence that the in-plane empty states are
more delocalised than those out-of-plane.
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Figure 3.12: (a) Resonant spectral weight for P and S geometries obtained by subtracting spectrum
1 from spectrum 8 in Figures 3.11 (a) and (b). The spectra have been normalised to the background
taken at 30 eV BE. (b) Polarisation dependent VB PE spectra acquired at h(=94 eV with an overall
resolution of 70 meV; the di!erence spectrum (P geometry-S geometry) permits do identify the a1g

and e"g centroids.

3.6.3 Geometry dependence of the valence band

In order to evaluate the energetic order of the Co 3d t2g states near EF , high resolution o!-
resonance VB measurements were performed at h(=94 eV. The results are shown in Figure
3.12 (b), for both the geometries. The comparison between the two spectra shows that in
S geometry the spectral weight near EF decreases, while it increases in P geometry. This
behavior is consistent for VB acquired at di!erent photon energies (not shown here). This
shows unambiguously that the low-lying excitations have majority out-of-plane a1g character
in BiCaCoO as in other cobaltates. By taking the di!erence between these two spectra, I can
estimate that the centroid of the a1g and e"g bands lie at # 0.33 eV and # 1 eV below EF .

3.6.4 ResPES at the Co M32 edges

Figures 3.13 shows the modulation of the VB, while the photon energy is tuned across the
Co M32 edges in both P (a) and S (b) geometry (the Co 3p core level main peak is located
at about 60 eV BE). A Shirley background [47] has been subtracted from the normalised
spectra. As the ResPES at Co L3 edge is di#cult to interpret due to the superposition of
the Auger signal, resonant e!ect at this edge can be used to get complementary information.
The VB components are marked by the letters from A to G accordingly to the assignment in
Figure 3.10. Transition metal 3p-3d resonances are usually much less intense than the 2p-3d
resonances, and sometimes di#cult to interpret. However, here ResPES spectra reveal clear
resonant behavior. In fact, emission B, whose centroid is located at 2.37 eV BE, resonates
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Figure 3.13: ResPES spectra collected with photon energies across the Co M32 edges in P (a) and
S (b) geometry. The spectra corresponding to the resonance maximum are shown in thick lines. (c)
Comparison between the resonance maximum in P geometry (h(=68 eV) and in S geometry (h(=65
eV).

in P geometry reaching a maximum at h(=68 eV, while emission C, located at 3.4 eV BE,
resonates in S geometry reaching a maximum at h(=65 eV (these two spectra are plotted
together in Figure 3.13 (c)). So the Co 3d character extends up to # 4.5 eV below EF . This
indicates not only that components B and C contain Co 3d character, but also that they have
di!erent symmetry, B being more out-of-plane and C more in-plane. Their resonant behavior
at di!erent energies is due to the di!erent symmetry of their wave functions. The resonant
enhancement of these two emissions is identified by their corresponding resonant profiles (RP)
across the Co M32 edges, shown in Figure 3.14 (a) and (b) for all the VB components. RP
have been calculated by integrating the intensity of each VB component as a function of
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Figure 3.14: Resonant profiles for VB spectra acquired in P (a) and S (b) geometries. The resonant
profiles have been calculated by integrating the VB spectra in di!erent BE regions, and normalising
to the overall VB intensity. The solid black line in (a) represents the Fano profile associated to the
atomic part of the resonant profile. Panels (c) and (d) show the BE regions for the h(=51 eV VB in
P and S geometries, respectively (comp. A: [1.62 ! (!0.2)] eV; comp. B: [3.1 ! 1.62] eV; comp. C:
[4.1 ! 3.1] eV; comp. D: [5.25 ! 4.1] eV; comp. E: [7.6 ! 5.25] eV; comp. F: [9.25 ! 7.6] eV; comp.
G-H: [13!9.25] eV). The RP features are less smooth in S geometry because fewer spectra were taken
in this configuration.

the incident photon energy, and normalising such intensity to the overall VB intensity. This
makes the profiles to represent the relative enhancement of each emission with respect to the
overall VB spectral weight that, due to the partial photoionisation cross section of the VB,
becomes weaker as the excitation energy increases.
Of particular interest is the RP for component A in both geometries. Its trend reveals both
atomic and metallic contributions (indicated as ‘a’ and ‘m’ in Figure 3.14 (a)) to the wave
function of the intermediate states involved in the de-excitation process: it keeps a constant
value at lower photon energies, and it suddenly decreases while approaching the Co 3p edge
(the minimum is around 62 eV), and then it increases moving to higher photon energies. The
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Figure 3.15: (a) VB PE spectra acquired at di!erent photon energies in horizontal polarisation.
The overall resolution is 0.1 eV. The spectra have been aligned with respect to the Bi 5d5/2 core level
and normalised at 50 eV BE. (b) The O 2p and Co 3d PE cross sections plotted as a function of the
photon energy (taken from Ref. [95]), normalised at 200 eV, together with the integrated intensity of
emissions B and C.

atomic part (from 58 eV to 66 eV) can be fitted with a Fano profile [37] (superimposed in
the graph for the P geometry): a minimum close to the excitation threshold (# 60 eV) and
the following (relative) maximum, as a result of the interference between the wavefunctions
of the electrons photoemitted directly from the VB or as a consequence of the autoionisation.
In the minimum, i.e. for destructive interference, the wavefunctions are out of phase. When
approaching the maximum, the wavefunctions shift to the same phase, enhancing the total
yield. The mathematical expression for the Fano profile is I = (q+")2/("2 +1), where q is the
Fano asymmetry parameter, and " = (E!Eth)/% (Eth is the resonance threshold energy and
% the lifetime width of the core level, Co 3p in this case). The fit gives Eth = 63 eV, % = 1.5
eV and q = 0.36. As q2 is proportional to the ratio between the transition probabilities of
indirect and direct PE processes, I can argue that the emission A is dominated by the direct
PE from the VB.
Together with this similarity with the atomic Fano resonance, two other characteristics can
also be noticed corresponding to the resonant behavior of more delocalised states: first of
all, the onset of the resonance maximum of this peak is delayed to # 78 eV, far above the
3p threshold; secondly, the resonance occurs over a broad energy range of more than 10 eV
(as for components B and C in P and S geometries, respectively). Both the delay and the
width of the resonance process are due to the metallic nature of unoccupied electron states
above the Fermi level, that allow shake-up transitions from the VB to the empty states across
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several tens of eV, simultaneously with the excitation of a 3p core electron. Such a behavior
is similar to that reported in literature for metallic Co [96]. The shoulder representing the
atomic e!ects is absent in the RP of components B and C in P and S geometries, respectively.
This behavior can be ascribed to the more delocalised Co 3d wave functions in this energy
region, due to the hybridisation with O 2p states.
While the RP for component F remains constant in the entire energy range for both geome-
tries, the RPs for emissions D, E and G-H have di!erent trends in P or S geometry. For
D and E this could be due to the fact that these emissions are not clearly distinct in the
VB. More interesting is the resonant behavior of the correlation satellite G, calculated by
integrating the spectral intensity from 9.25 eV to 13 eV (and assuming that Bi 6s intensity H
is not a!ected by Co resonance). Its resonance maximum occurs at # 57 eV in P geometry,
slightly below the Co 3p core level maximum, and at # 65 eV in S geometry, above the 3p
absorption edge.

3.6.5 Photon energy dependence of the valence band

Figure 3.15 (a) shows the modulation in intensity of the VB states as the photon energy is
varied from 122 eV to 187 eV in P geometry. The spectra were normalised with respect to
the background at 50 eV BE. By taking advantage of the di!erent dependence of the cross
section on the photon energy between the Co 3d and the O 2p states, in particular below 200
eV (see Figure 3.15 (b)), I can discriminate the character of VB states by monitoring their
relative intensity emissions versus the energy of the photon. I have limited the analysis to
photon energies in the range 100-200 eV, avoiding photon energies below 90 eV since the Co
3d cross section could be still a!ected by Co 3p-3d resonance interference e!ects.
A qualitative comparison of these four spectra reveals that the component A varies slightly
in intensity, whereas the emissions B and C show a dramatic photon energy dependence.
This suggests that B and C have an O 2p character, as in this photon energy range the O
2p cross section decays faster than that of the Co 3d. As was pointed out by the ResPES
data at the Co M32 edges (Figure 3.13), this is the energy region in which Co 3d states are
also found. As the emissions B and C are those that resonate at the Co M32 threshold in
P and S geometries, respectively, this finding can be regarded as experimental evidence of
the strong overlap between the O 2p and Co 3d orbitals. Moreover, emission C decays more
slowly than B as the photon energy increases. In Figure 3.15 (b) the integral of components
B and C superimposed on the Co 3d and O 2p cross sections [95] are reported. The integral
of emission B follows quite well the decay of the O 2p cross section, while the integral of
the emission C does not. This behavior is consistent with the idea that emission B has more
O 2p character than emission C. This is also consistent with the larger resonant increase of
emission C at the Co M32 edges with respect to emission B (see Figure 3.13 (c)).
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Figure 3.16: Kinetic energy position of th Co L3VV Auger peak plotted as a function of the incident
photon energy for both P (blue) and S (red) geometries. Co L3 XAS acquired in P geometry has been
superimposed in the graph for comparison, together with a gaussian representing Co a1g states. The
crossover is the energy of the intersection point of the two straight lines fitting the Raman and normal
regimes (dashed lines). ERA, EB and EX are indicated by vertical dashed lines, and their meaning is
explained in the text.

3.7 Raman-Auger transition and estimation of the charge trans-
fer time

3.7.1 Transitions at the Co L3 edge

The existence of Co L3VV Auger emissions, that grow from h( + 777 eV at 3.8 eV BE
(i.e. # 767.5 eV KE), and resonates according to the absorption intensity, in Co L3 ResPES
spectra (see Figure 3.11 (a) and (b)) is due to the core hole recombination dynamics. In fact,
the pure resonant states resonate at constant binding energy (BE) if the excited electron
remains localised on the ion and it participates in the core hole decay [42]. However, when
the excited electron delocalises “before” the core hole recombination process (for example
via hopping to the ligand orbitals or to the conduction band), it does not participate in the
core hole decay, and the system decays via a normal Auger process. As a consequence, the
emitted electron is detected at constant kinetic energy. The transition from constant BE
(Raman) to constant kinetic energy (normal Auger) emission occurs when the lifetime of the
core hole (referred to also as the charge transfer time) becomes shorter than the lifetime of the
intermediate state. So ResPES can also probe the degree of localisation of resonating states
and indirectly the time scale of the charge transfer processes of matter in the low-femtosecond
time regimes, with an intrinsic lifetime scale given by the lifetime of the intermediate (core
hole) state [39, 42]. Obviously, the above description and its consequences are valid in the
limit of the PE sudden approximation, in which the relaxation of the on-site electronic cloud
due to the Coulomb potential created by the deep core hole is omitted.
Figure 3.16 shows the kinetic energy (KE) position of the Co L3VV Auger peak as a function
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of the incident photon energy for both P and S geometries. The KE has been extracted by
fitting the centroid of the Co L3VV Auger with a Gaussian line shape. The error bars have
been estimated from the fitting procedure. The Co L3 XAS acquired in P geometry has been
superimposed in the graph for comparison. Well below the Co L3 edge, the KE position
changes with the photon energy. This behavior is typical of the non-radiative Raman regime,
where the excited core electron participates in the core hole recombination process. The KEs
of the Auger peak are di!erent for the P and S geometries. As the di!erence is within the
error bar, I cannot discriminate if this di!erent slope originates from a geometrical factor or
is an artifact. I have fitted this “pre-edge” region with a linear function (y = a + bx) giving
b = (1.13± 0.03) for P and b = (1.010± 0.015) for S geometry, consistent with that expected
for Raman behavior. The discrepancy between the value of the angular coe#cient found for
the P geometry and the value expected for a pure Raman behavior (i.e. 1) could be attributed
to the uncertainty in the determination of the Auger KE position. In fact the Raman-Auger
transition takes place about 1.5 eV below the absorption edge maximum, where the intensity
of this peak is low.
For h( > 778.5 eV, the slope decreases and the KE reaches a maximum value of # 770.2
eV at h( # 779.3 eV. This value corresponds to the BE of the Co 2p3/2 core level (EB),
which is about 0.6 eV higher than the KE value characteristic of the o!-resonance Auger
(769.615 ± 0.030 eV). At higher photon energies the position of the peak gradually moves
towards lower KE values and reaches at # 780.2 eV (in correspondence of the maximum of
the absorption edge, EX) the kinetic energy of the o!-resonant Auger spectra. The deviation
from the Raman-like behavior takes place at the intersection between the “pre-edge” region
and the above resonance regime at h( # 778.5 eV, corresponding to Co 3d a1g states of
the absorption edge. This behavior is interpreted as a sudden delocalisation of the excited
electrons as soon as they have enough energy to reach Co 3d a1g empty states.
The existence of this intermediate region between EB and EX , in which the energy positions
deviate from the two straight lines, could be ascribed to di!erent possible reasons. The
peak consists of several (multiplet) states, and these may be a!ected somewhat di!erently
at resonance yielding modifications of the gross spectral shape and apparent peak shifts.
Furthermore, the finite energy spread of the photon beam may yield modified spectral shapes
and apparent shifts of resonant features. Finally, this behavior suggests an overlap between
Raman and normal Auger processes, that could be the result of the persistence of a Raman
behavior for photon energies higher than the crossover energy due to the reduced 3d electron
localisation as h( is increased above the EB value. When h( reaches EX , the system is free
to de-excite through a pure normal Auger process. A similar behavior has been observed for
the Mn L3VV Auger in Mn/Si(111) thin films [25].

3.7.2 Transitions at the O K edge

Figures 3.17 (a) and (b) show a selection of ResPES spectra obtained by tuning the photon
energy across the O K edge from 523.5 eV to 535.25 eV in both geometries. The spectra
have been normalised to the incident flux and plotted as a function of the kinetic energy for a
better representation. The photon energies are marked as circles on the corresponding XAS
spectra in (b) and (d). The VB and outer core levels (Bi 6s, O 2s, Ca 3p, Bi 5d and Ca 3s)
are visible together with four resonant Auger peaks (labeled as A, B, C and D, going from
higher to lower kinetic energies). It is worth noting that emission A, originating from the O
1s2p2p Auger process, derives from transitions which interfere with direct PE from the VB.
Peaks B and C correspond to O 1s2s2p Auger transitions, while peak D to the O 1s2s2s
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Figure 3.17: Selection of ResPES spectra at the O K edge acquired on BiCaCoO in P (a) and S (b)
geometry. The spectra corresponding to the resonance maximum are shown in thick line (blue and
red, respectively).The spectra have been normalised to the incident flux. The incident photon energies
are marked as full circles on the corresponding XAS spectra in (c) and (d), respectively. The blue and
red circles indicate the photon energies at which the PE spectra were collected in the corresponding
geometry. Peaks A, B, C and D - marked by dashed lines - correspond to oxygen Auger peaks as
labeled in the graphs.

Auger peak [97]. The intensity of these four Auger emissions changes while the photon energy
is tuned across the absorption threshold according to the absorption intensity.
It is worth-noting that no pure resonance in the VB appears while the photon energy is tuned
across the absorption edge. There is an increase in spectral weight in the deeper part of the
VB (from 2 to 7 eV BE) due to the low-BE tail of the O 1s2p2p Auger peak. This occurs
because of the delocalised nature of the O 2p orbitals, causing the excited intermediate states
to have a lifetime smaller than the lifetime of the O 1s core hole; so that all the electrons
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Figure 3.18: O 1s2p2p Auger peak acquired
for h( in an energy range from 523.5 eV to
528.75 eV in S geometry. The spectra are plot-
ted as a function of the BE. The thick green
spectrum corresponds to the Raman-Auger
transition (h(=528 eV). The purple line in-
dicates the KE position in the Raman regime.

delocalise faster than the recombination process, and no constructive interference can occur.
This does not occur at the Co L3 edges, due to the more localised nature of some of the Co
3d intermediate states.
In the following I focus only on the O 1s2p2p Auger line, as B, C and D have lower intensity
and other core levels are located in the same energy region. Tracking the KE position
of the O 1s2p2p Auger peak is complicated, as the Auger line shape is constituted by at
least four components. Therefore, I have limited the analysis to photon energies at the
beginning of the absorption edge, where the Raman-Auger transition takes place. In this
energy region the Auger peak can be interpreted as a single component emission. Figure
3.18 shows a magnification of the O 1s2p2p Auger peak, while the photon energy is tuned
across the O K edge in the energy range 523.5-528.75 eV, in S geometry. The Auger KE
position is indicated by vertical dashes. The A emission undergoes a transition from a
Raman regime to a normal-Auger regime, which takes place in correspondence to the thick
green spectrum, acquired at h( # 528.1 eV (ERA), in correspondence to the O 2p states
hybridised with the Co a1g state of the XAS spectrum, similarly to the Co L3 edge. This
photon energy is located 2 eV below the absorption edge maximum and 1 eV below the O
1s core level BE (529 eV). The transition takes place at h( # 528 eV in P geometry (not
shown here). As the monochromator resolution was set to 0.2 eV, the di!erence between
these two values is within the experimental resolution, and no further details can be gained
by the present data. The charge transfer dynamics reported for O and Co Augers, suggests
a model for the electron transport based on Co a1g-Co a1g indirect hopping: an electron in
a Co a1g orbital can hop only onto the nearest Co atoms (into another a1g orbital) through
an intermediate O 2p orbital of suitable symmetry. In this sense the oxygen ligands are
the mediators of the indirect exchange interaction between Co atoms. This mechanism thus
realises the macroscopic electron motion along the ab plane. These results support the
picture that the indirect overlap between Co 3d wave functions is predominant in the charge
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transport mechanism, even if a direct Co-Co hopping cannot be excluded. This is supported
by theoretical work [77, 98] claiming that, even if the direct hopping between d electrons
might be important for a realistic description of the band structure, its value is at least half
that of the indirect hopping.

3.7.3 The charge transfer time

According to the theory of inelastic x-ray scattering [39, 42], the charge transfer time can
be estimated from the Raman to normal Auger transition by equation 2.13, where & is the
detuning energy (the di!erence between the absorption edge maximum and the energy at
which the Raman-Auger takes place). The lifetime of the core hole could be in principle
derived from a fit of the O 1s core level PE spectrum with a Voigt function fixing the
Gaussian width equal to the overall experimental resolution. Unfortunately, I cannot fit the
experimental spectra because of the complexity of the bonds between the oxygen and the
metal ions. To give an estimation of the charge transfer time, I take the O 1s core hole
lifetime from gases phase PE experiments. Ref. [99] shows that the O 1s core hole life time
in di!erent gas is similar and it corresponds to a bandwidth of # 0.15 meV. Assuming also
for the present system a O 1s core hole lifetime of % = 0.15 eV, with a detuning & of # 2 eV,
from equation 2.13 I obtain a charge transfer time # 3.3 fs for electron transfer from O 2p to
Co 3d empty states, while *ct # 3 fs for electron transfer from Co 3d to O 2p empty states.

3.8 Conclusions

In conclusion, polarisation dependent PE, ResPES and XAS have been performed on the Bi
misfit cobaltate BiCaCoO. The present study unambiguously identifies the character of the
VB states in the one electron removal PE spectra. The occupied and empty states near EF

exhibit Co 3d (a1g) character, while the emissions from the Co 3d states spans from EF to
# 4.5 eV below EF , having a strong overlap with the O 2p states in the # 1.8! # 4.5 eV
BE energy region.
Concerning the de-excitation emissions, the Co 2p3/23d3d and O 1s2p2p Auger peaks undergo
a transition from a Raman to a normal Auger regime by tuning the incident photon energy
across the Co 2p3/2 * Co 3d (a1g) threshold and the O 1s*O 2p ! Co 3d (a1g) hybridised
threshold, respectively. In the limit of the sudden approximation, this result suggests a
picture in which the electron hopping process between neighbouring Co a1g states across EF

is mediated by O 2p states with suitable symmetry.
The charge transfer time, estimated from the value of the detuning energy and the core hole
life time (equation 2.13), is # 3 fs for electrons from Co 3d to O 2p states, and # 3.3 fs for
electron transfer from O 2p to Co 3d states.



Chapter 4

Ru 4d electronic structure of
Srn+1RunO3n+1 (n = 1, 2, 3)

In this Chapter I present a comparative study of the Ru 4d electronic structure of the
first three members of the Ruddlesden-Popper serie of strontium ruthenates Srn+1RunO3n+1

(n = 1, 2, 3). By measuring polarisation-dependent x-ray absorption at the O K edge as a
function of the incidence angle, I found that the, with respect to Sr2RuO4, orbital occupation
is strongly rearranged in the bilayered Sr3Ru2O7 and trilayered Sr4Ru3O10 systems. This will
be related to both structural distortions and interlayer coupling in the latter compounds.

4.1 The Ruddlesden-Popper series of Sr ruthenates

The electronic structures of 4d transition metal oxides (TMOs) are in principle quite di!er-
ent from those of 3d TMOs. In the latter case, the Hund coupling energy JH (# 3 eV) is
larger than the crystal field splitting 10 Dq (1-2 eV) between the t2g and eg states, leading
to the appearance in some cases of a high-spin configuration. See for example Ref. [100]
for LaSrMnO4, where the exchange splitting of eg states is su#ciently large to place the
e(g band below the t)2g band. In contrast, in 4d TMOs the 4d orbitals are more extended
and thus the crystal field splitting is usually larger than the exchange splitting. Therefore,
they are usually in a low-spin configuration, in which all of the t2g bands are lower that
the eg bands. Moreover, due to this fact that the radial extent of the 4d wave functions is
larger with respect to 3d transition metal (TM) ions and O 2p orbitals, the electron correla-
tions are weaker in 4d TM systems. However they reveal a rich variety of physical properties,
ranging from Fermi liquid behavior, unconventional superconductivity, quantum criticality to
ferromagnetism and metamagnetism, antiferromagnetic insulating behavior, and orbital or-
dering, all of which result from an interesting competition between local and itinerant physics.
Strontium-Ruthenium oxides of the Ruddlesden-Popper (RPP) series Srn+1RunO3n+1, where
n is the number of RuO2 layers per unit cell (Figure 4.1), are a particularly interesting class
of 4d materials which have been subject of intense investigation since the discovery that the
pseudo-cubic SrRuO3 (the n = . end member of the series) is a ferromagnetic metal with
TCurie + 165 K [101]. After that, a rich variety of fascinating physical properties in the entire
series has been observed, which strongly depend on the number n of RuO2 octahedral layers,
despite the fact that Ru valence is 4+ in all the compounds. In the following, I will briefly re-
view the physical properties and the open questions of the three systems under investigation:
Sr2RuO4, Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10.
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Figure 4.1: (from Ref. [102]). Unit cells of Sr2RuO4 (I 4/mmm), Sr3Ru2O7 (I 4/mmm and Pban),
and Sr4Ru3O10 (Pbam). n is the number of RuO2 layers per unit cell.

4.1.1 Spin triplet superconductivity in Sr2RuO4

Sr2RuO4 is the n = 1 member of the RPP series and is so far the most investigated ruthenate
since the discovery of superconductivity below Tc + 1.5 K [10]. A complete and exhaustive
review of its physical properties is found in Ref. [18]. In this context, it is su#cient to
enlighten that there are strong experimental evidences for an unconventional nature of the
superconductivity with a p-wave spin-triplet pairing. A key signature of the non-s-wave su-
perconductivity in Sr2RuO4 is the observation of a strong suppression of Tc by nonmagnetic
impurities [103] and lattice defects [104]. In particular, the superconductivity is suppressed
below 130 mK if the in-plane residual resistivity #res exceeds 1.1 µ&·cm [103]. Moreover,
measurements of the Knight shift probed by nuclear magnetic resonance provide evidence
of a temperature independent spin susceptibility of the Cooper pairs well inside the super-
conducting state [105], which is consistent only with the existence of spin-triplet pairing.
However, a clear and definitive evidence of the odd parity pairing is still lacking, and further
investigation of the complex nature of the superconducting order parameter in Sr2RuO4 is
needed.
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Figure 4.2: Sr3Ru2O7 magnetic and transport properties. (a) Pressure and temperature dependence
of the magnetisation for H - c; FM ordering appears at about 70 K and 1 GPa pressure (from Ref.
[106]). (b) Magnetisation curves at di!erent temperatures for fields applied in the ab plane or along
the c axis in the inset (from Ref. [19]). (c) Temperature anf field evolution of the exponent . derived
from fitting the resistivity curves with the expression # = #res + AT! (from Ref. [20]). At low
fields, the quadratic temperature dependence expected in a Fermi liquid is seen below 10 K. Near the
metamagnetic fields . decreases until 1, indicating a strong deviation from a Fermi liquid behavior.

4.1.2 Metamagnetic quantum criticality in Sr3Ru2O7

The n = 2 bilayered member, Sr3Ru2O7, is an enhanced Pauli paramagnet and a quasi-two
dimensional metal with a strongly correlated Fermi liquid state, as revealed by resistivity
measurements [106].
In crystals grown by floating zone (FZ) technique the temperature dependence of the magnetic
susceptibility reveals that no ferromagnetic (FM) transition occurs at ambient pressure1,
while a FM behavior is established with application of hydrostatic pressure [106] (see Figure
4.2 (a)). This was the first evidence that a strong FM instability exists in this system.
More recently, low temperature transport and magnetic measurements in high fields induced
to conclude that the properties of Sr3Ru2O7 are strongly influenced by those magnetic fluc-
tuation. Magnetisation results for Sr3Ru2O7 [19], reported in in Figure 4.2 (b), show that for
magnetic fields applied in the ab plane there is a rapid rise of the magnetisation for T < 10
K centered on a field of # 5.5 T. This behavior is attributed to a metamagnetic transition2.
If, however, the field is applied out-of-plane, the metamagnetic field is about 7.8 T, as shown
in the inset of Figure 4.2 (b). Moreover, temperature dependent resistivity measurements at
applied fields up to 14 T [19, 20] reveal not only that the Fermi liquid behavior is suppressed
near the metamagnetic field (see Figure 4.2 (c) and the caption), but also that the metam-
agnetic transition ends in a quantum critical point (QCP) at low temperatures [19, 20, 108].

It has been demonstrated that in high-purity Sr3Ru2O7 single crystals magnetoresistance
measurements [21] present a pronounced anomaly in an applied field of # 8 T, i.e. in the
close vicinity of the magnetic field-tuned QCP. The field and temperature dependence of this

1The first Sr3Ru2O7 crystals grown with flux method exhibited a FM order at ambient pressure below 104
K and a spin reorientation below 66 K [107]. Soon after it was discovered that the FM transition was due to
Sr4Ru3O10 inclusions in the Sr3Ru2O7 matrix. Moreover, the typical high value of !res in flux-grown crystals,
which is tipically # 3 m#·cm, (with respect to # 0.5 µ#·cm for high-purity FZ growth crystals) suggests that
a high amount of impurities due to the growth method (for example, the use of SrCl2 flux or Pt crucibles) are
present.

2The metamagnetism in Sr3Ru2O7 could be defined as a very rapid increase of the magnetisation over
a narrow region of applied field, due to a change from a paramagnetic state at low fields to a more highly
polarised state at high fields.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Sr2RuO4 Fermi surface mapping (from Ref. [109]). (b) Sr3Ru2O7 Fermi surface
mapping (from Ref. [110]). (c) Histogram of the k-states with dominant dxy character near the Fermi
level, showing a van Hove singularity for the -3 Fermi surface sheet (from Ref. [110]).

anomaly suggest the presence of a new non-superconducting phase, which has been recently
identified as a nematic fluid [111].
Recently, an Angle Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES) study of Sr3Ru2O7 [110]
has determined the Fermi surface map of this system (see Figure 4.3 (b)). Interestingly,
together with t2g-derived Fermi surfaces, the innermost shell centered on % has a dx2$y2

orbital character, as inferred from LDA calculations published in the same paper, i.e. it
belongs to the eg manifold which is unoccupied in Sr2RuO4, whose Fermi surface, reported
in Figure 4.3 (a), is constituted by three sheets deriving from the t2g manifold. Moreover,
the analysis of the dxy band dispersion reveals two van Hove singularities at !4 and !1 meV
in the density of states (DOS) near EF (shown in Figure 4.3 (c)), indicating a very high
DOS just below the Fermi surface over the natural energy scale of metamagnetism. This
band could become completely spin polarised in a field of order 10 tesla, a situation that is
favorable for magnetic instabilities.

4.1.3 Itinerant ferromagnetism and phase separation in Sr4Ru3O10

The n = 3 trilayered member, Sr4Ru3O10, provides evidence of a true long-range ferromag-
netism with a Curie temperature TCurie = 105 K and a saturated magnetic moment of
# 1.0 µB/Ru4+, directed primarily along the c axis, with very unusual anisotropic properties
under applied magnetic fields [22, 23]. First experiments on flux-grown crystals show that the
FM transition is followed by an additional magnetic transition at TM + 50 K. Clear evidence
of these two transitions are shown in the trend of the out-of-plane resistivity #c, shown in
Figure 4.4 (a). The magnetic state below TM depends on the field orientation [22, 23]. When
the field is applied along the c axis (H - c), the magnetisation curve M shows a sharp increase
below 50 K and its hysteresis becomes large, consistently with a FM behavior along the c axis
(see Figure 4.4 (b)). On the contrary, for in-plane applied fields (H - ab) the M exhibits only
a weak cusp at TCurie, but a pronounced peak at TM , with a much smaller irreversibility
(Figure 4.4 (b)). Moreover, M shows a sharp metamagnetic transition at a maximum field
of about 2 T (see Figure 3 in Ref. [23]). Recent Raman measurements [24] suggest that
this transition is associated with the canted orientation of the Ru magnetic moments: in the
temperature range TM < T < TCurie, the canted Ru moments are ferromagnetically aligned
along the c axis, but have no net in-plane ordering for in-plane applied fields. However, for
T < TM the moments ’lock’ into a canted antiferromagnetic configuration for in-plane fields
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Figure 4.4: Sr4Ru3O10 magnetic and transport properties. In-plane and out-of-plane resistivity (a)
and magnetisation (b) as a function of temperature (from Ref. [23]). (c) Downward field sweep of the
in-plane resistivity for H - ab. Inset (1) shows the magnetisation as a function of the magnetic field
for both H - c and H - ab. Inset (2) shows the field sweeps of #ab for H - ab (from Ref. [112]).

less than 2 T, and into a canted FM configuration for in-plane fields higher than 2 T [24].
Magnetic and transport measurements performed on floating zone (FT) grown single crys-
tals [112] confirm the observations on the FM behavior along the c axis (where the spins are
already polarised at only 0.2 T) and reveal a metamagnetic transition accompanied by signifi-
cant hysteresis at about 2 T for H - ab (see inset (1) in Figure 4.4 (c)). Around this transition,
very unusual transport properties are observed for the in-plane resistivity #ab, which exhibits
a sharp change between # 1.75 T and # 2.5 T, displaying extraordinarily sharp steps as the
field sweeps down through the transition (see the inset (2) and the main panel in Figure 4.4
(c)) and a remarkable nonmetallic temperature dependence within the transition regime (see
Figure 3 in Ref. [112]). Such steps, whose characteristics depend sensitively on the level of
disorder, are interpreted as the experimental proof of an electronic phase separation process
with magnetic domain formation in the ab plane. These domains are constituted by two
phases: one with fully polarised magnetic moments (ferromagnetic), and the other one with
lowly polarised moments, which mix in the transition region [112]. The nonmetallic behavior
in transport within this field range is likely due to scattering of the boundaries of the FM
domains. Whether the lowly polarised state is an antiferromagnetic canted configuration, as
suggested by the Raman measurements mentioned earlier [24], is yet to be verified.

4.1.4 Lattice distortions in Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10

Sr ruthenates show a complex three dimensional crystalline structure, where RuO6 octa-
hedra layers are separated by Sr-O layers. Sr2RuO4 has a tetragonal crystalline structure
[114, 115, 116] (i.e. the octahedra are elongated along the c axis) with I 4/mmm space-group
symmetry, the same as copper oxide high-Tc superconductors (see Figure 4.1). There is no
evidence for structural distortion between room temperature and 100 mK [117]. This essen-
tially perfect body-centered tetragonal structure makes Sr2RuO4 unique among the layered
perovskite ruthenates. In fact, the structures of Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10 are orthorhombic
due to correlated rotation about the c-axis of the neighboring corner-sharing octahedra within
each layer of the double and triple perovskite blocks (there are also evidences of a tilting of
the octahedra with respect to the c axis in Sr4Ru3O10, even if high-resolution di!raction
measurements are still lacking). These rotations result in decrease of the Ru-O-Ru angle
in the ab plane from 180' in Sr2RuO4 to 166' for Sr3Ru2O7 (corresponding to an in-plane
rotation of # 7') [106, 113], and 169' for the outer layers and 158' for the middle layers of
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Figure 4.5: Side (a) and top (b) view of the simplified distorted structure of Sr3Ru2O7 with unit cell
containing one double Ru-O layer (from Ref. [102] and [113], respectively). (c) Simplified distorted
structure of Sr4Ru3O10 (from Ref. [102]).

Sr4Ru3O10 [22, 23] (see Figure 4.5 for a scheme of the distorted structures of Sr3Ru2O7 and
Sr4Ru3O10 extrapolated from a Raman scattering study [102]).

4.2 Motivation and aim of the present study

The variety of physical properties exhibited by Sr ruthenates could be related to both struc-
tural distortions and interlayer exchange coupling. 4d orbitals have large spatial extent, and
they become more strongly hybridised with neighboring ligand orbitals. As a result, the
bandwidth are considerably larger than in 3d TMOs, and the electronic structure is more
susceptible to the structural distortions. The e!ects of structural distortions on the electronic
band structure can be more than bandwidth narrowing (as for V2O3 and its derivatives [118]),
especially in presence of multiple orbital degrees of freedom as in Ru 4d4 electronic config-
uration. Di!erences in Ru-O-Ru bonding angle, Ru-O inter-atomic distances and indirect
Ru-Ru exchange, a!ect the overlap between Ru 4d and O 2p wave functions and, generally,
the electronic structure of these compounds. So, in order to understand their ground states,
a comparative investigation of the electronic states and the orbital occupation in the three
systems, especially near the Fermi level, is needed.
Polarisation-dependent O K edge XAS of Ca2$xSrxRuO4 (0 ! x ! 2) has already been
measured [119, 120]. To give further insights in the studying of electronic structure of Sr
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Figure 4.6: Scheme of the P and S experimental geometries. The c axis of the sample is the normal
to the sample surface. The incidence angles (+inc) is defined as the angle between the direction of the
incoming photon direction and the normal to the c axis.

ruthenates, I will evaluate the e!ect of the dimensionality and the crystal distortions on
the electronic properties and orbital occupation of Sr2RuO4, Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10 by
measuring the polarisation-dependent O K edge x-ray absorption (XAS) as a function of
the incidence angle. XAS at the O K edge has a proven ability to study the site symmetry
and the occupation of empty states hybridised with O 2p orbitals, and has been successfully
employed in 3d correlated TMOs such as cuprates [121], manganites [122] and cobaltates [90].
By tuning the light polarisation and the incidence angle the symmetry of these states will be
determined. This investigation enable us (1) to determine the symmetry and the character of
the empty states around the Fermi level, (2) to track variations in orbital occupation in the
three systems, and (3) to describe the role of the lattice distortions and interlayer coupling
Sr ruthenium oxides.

4.3 Experimental method

Strontium ruthenates single crystals have been grown in the Department of Physics of the
University of Salerno by floating zone (FZ) technique [123], that provides single crystals up
to # 10 cm long [124]. Their composition and crystalline structure were investigated by an
energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), polarised-light
optical microscopy (PLOM), electron backscattered di!raction (EBSD) and x-ray di!raction
(XRD), confirming the high quality and purity of the crystals. Moreover, resistivity and
magnetic susceptibility measurements confirmed the physical properties described above [124,
125]. Several studies on ruthenate compounds have pointed out the importance of the FZ-
achieved crystal purity [104, 126]. The superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 crystals survives only
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Figure 4.7: Cleaved surfaces SEM images of: (a) Sr2RuO4 cleaved at RT, (b) Sr3Ru2O7 cleaved at
RT and (c) Sr4Ru3O10 cleaved at T , 110 K single crystals. (d)-(g) Particular of a Sr2RuO4 cleaved
surface showing lamellar precipitations of Ru metal embedded in the primary phase of Sr2RuO4.
Images were acquired using a field emission gun SEM, with an accelerating voltage of 10 KV, with no
tilt.

for #res lower than 1.0 µ&·cm [103]. Extremely pure single crystals of Sr3Ru2O7 with #res

as low as 0.4 µ&·cm have enabled to observe the quantum oscillations in the resistivity both
above and below the metamagnetic field [21, 111, 127] and to resolve the Fermi surface
topology [110]. Moreover, di!erent magnetic properties were observed between flux-grown
[22, 23] and FZ Sr4Ru3O10 single crystals [112]. The FZ technique guarantees, with respect
to the flux-method growth, a high quality of the crystals, and an almost impurity-free growth.
The experiments were carried out at the BACH beamline [88, 89] at Elettra. Ruthenates
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Figure 4.8: LT O K edge XAS spectrum for Sr3Ru2O7 acquired in S geometry at +inc = 45# before
(purple dotted line) and after (green thick line) the linear background (black dashed line) subtraction.
The arrows indicate the three energy regions the spectrum is divided in (see the text for explanation).

single crystals were cleaved in-situ along the ab plane and measured at T, 110 K (hereafter
low temperature, LT) or T= 300 K (room temperature, RT), at a background pressure
p < 5$10$10 mbar. The cleanliness of the surface was checked during the entire experiment
by measuring the valence band and the O 1s core level line shapes, and by monitoring the C
1s core level spectral region. In such experimental conditions and according to the sensitivity
of these measurements, the cleaved surfaces remained clean for # 18 hours.
Absorption spectra at the O K edge were measured from the total electron yield with an
energy resolution better than 0.2 eV. The spectra were acquired by changing the incident
angle +inc from 0' to 70' for both P and S geometries (defined in section 3.4). The scheme of
the experimental geometry is shown in Figure 4.6. While the electric field 'E of the incoming
photon in S geometry lies in the ab plane for all values of +inc, the projections of 'E in the
ab plane (Eab) and along the c axis (Ec) change as a function of +inc in P geometry (i.e.
Eab = | 'E| cos +inc and Ec = | 'E| sin +inc). Photoemission (PE) spectra were acquired using
a 150 mm-VSW hemispherical electron analyser with a 16-channel detector. The overall
experimental resolutions were set at 340 meV for wide survey spectra and 300 meV for O 1s
and Sr 3d core level spectra. PE and XAS spectra were referred to the EF of a gold reference
sample.
I have acquired ex-situ SEM images of the cleaved surfaces in order to check their flatness
and the defects concentration. Figure 4.7 (a), (b) and (c) show SEM images of the three
systems. A part some surface defects like steps and dislocations, the images reveal wide flat
areas with domension of the order of hundreds of µm2. Figure 4.7 (d)-(g) show particular
regions of a Sr2RuO4 cleaved surface, with a lamellar precipitation of Ru metal embedded
in the primary phase of Sr2RuO4, a pattern typical of the solidification passing through the
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Figure 4.9: O 2p-Ru 4d hydridised empty states of the O K absorption edge for Sr2RuO4, Sr3Ru2O7

and Sr4Ru3O10, acquired at LT changing +inc from 0# to 70# in P geometry.

eutectic point [124]. No significant di!erences (in terms of size of defects and terraces) were
found between samples cleaved at di!erent temperatures.

4.4 X-ray absorption results

General features of the Sr ruthenates O K edge absorption spectrum are presented in Figure
4.8 in the case of Sr3Ru2O7 acquired in S geometry at LT and +inc = 45'. The wide energy
range can be divided into three regions: the first ([528! 534.5] eV) is attributed to O 2p
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Figure 4.10: O 2p-Ru 4d hy-
bridised empty states in the XAS at
O K absorption edge spectra mea-
sured at T , 110 K at +inc = 0#
(thin line) and 70# (thick line) in P
geometry. The position of the Ru
4d - O 2p hybridised states is indi-
cated with vertical lines.

empty states hybridised with Ru 4d t2g and eg empty states, while the second ([534.5! 540]
eV) and the third ([540! 546.5] eV) are attributed to the hybridisation of O 2p empty states
with Sr 4d and Ru 5sp empty states, respectively [119]. This determination is valid also
for Sr2RuO4 and Sr4Ru3O10. In the following, I will concentrate on the first region of the
absorption edge. I will present the spectra after the subtraction of a linear background, fitting
the pre-edge region of the spectrum as is shown in Figure 4.8. The intensity of each spectrum
has been consequently normalised to 1 at 555 eV, far from the absorption edge.
Figure 4.9 shows the comparison of the O 2p-Ru 4d hydridised empty states of the O K
absorption edge for Sr2RuO4, Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10, acquired at LT changing +inc from 0'

to 70' in P geometry. The spectra for Sr2RuO4 are consistent with the measurements shown
in Figure 3 of Ref. [120]. The absorption line shape is strongly modified in Sr3Ru2O7 and
Sr4Ru3O10 with respect to the single layered Sr2RuO4: (1) the well-resolved first component
at # 528.35 eV of the Sr2RuO4 absorption spectrum is severely suppressed in Sr3Ru2O7

and Sr4Ru3O10; (2) the strong angular dependence of the peak at # 533 eV is quenched in
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Figure 4.11: (a)-(e) Ru
4d - O 2p bonded or-
bital geometries in the
RuO6 octahedron: xyP

(a), x2 ! y2
P (b), yz/zxP

(c), z2
A (d) and yz/zxA

(e). Red and black
lines indicate positively
and negatively charged
clouds. P and A indi-
cate respectively planar
and apical oxygen atoms.
(f) In-plane and out-of-
plane components of the
incident photon electric
field referred to the RuO6

octahedron.

Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10. Moreover, the crystal field parameters determining the energy
separation between the components are di!erent. These di!erences will be discussed in the
following of this Section. The spectral weight of the absorption features strongly depends on
the geometric configuration, as it is evidenced by the direct comparison of the +inc = 0' and
+inc = 70' spectra in Figure 4.10. The selectivity of the allowed core-hole transitions, due to
the 'E vector polarisation, permits to determine the symmetry of Ru 4d empty states from the
angle dependence of the features intensity. In fact, as the photon polarisation vector 'E lies
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Figure 4.12: Example of fit of the LT O K edge XAS spectrum for (a) Sr2RuO4, (b) Sr3Ru2O7 and
(c) Sr4Ru3O10 acquired at +inc = 40# in P geometry.

completely in-plane for +inc = 0' configuration in both P and S geometry, the corresponding
spectrum represents mainly O 1s * 2px/y transitions. The out-of-plane component of 'E,
that is dominant for +inc = 70' in P geometry (as E% = | 'E| sin +inc), induces O 1s * 2pz

transitions. A Ru ion is surrounded by four in-plane (OP ) and two apical (OA) oxygen
atoms. The main Ru O 2p - 4d bondings are 2px/y - 4dxy, 2px/y - 4dx2$y2 and 2pz - 4dyz/zx

for in plane oxygen OP (which in the following will be denoted as xyP , x2 ! y2
P and yz/zxP

respectively), and 2px/y - 4dyz/zx and 2pz - 4dz2 for an apical oxygen OA (yz/zxA and z2
A

respectively). These chemical bondings are illustrated in Figure 4.11 (a)-(e), together with
the in-plane and out-of-plane components of the incident photon electric field referred to the
RuO6 octahedron (Figure 4.11 (f)). So the + = 0' spectrum is dominated by xyP , x2 ! y2

P
and yz/zxA states, while the out-of-plane component of the electric field excites yz/zxP and
z2
A states. The position of the Ru 4d - O 2p hybridised states is indicated with vertical

lines in Figure 4.10. Since the RuO6 octahedra are tetragonally elongated along the c axis
in the three systems, the di!erent chemical environment makes the bonding between Ru 4d
states and apical oxygen states to be found at lower energy with respect to the corresponding
planar oxygens. In fact, the yz/zxA state is located at "0 + 0.95 eV below the yz/zxP state
in Sr2RuO4, as the O 1s core hole for OA is commonly located at 0.5 ! 1 eV lower energy
than in OP in layered TMOs [128, 129, 130] due to the di!erent chemical environment. This
value for "0 is consistent with what already reported in literature for Ca2$xSrxRuO4 [119].
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Sample yz/zxA yz/zxP + xyP z2
A z2

P x2 ! y2
P x2 ! y2

A 'eff "0
Sr2RuO4 528.35 529.3 529.9 530.55 533 533.7 2.1 0.95
Sr3Ru2O7 528.80 529.32 529.87 530.45 533.36 532.74 3.49 0.52
Sr4Ru3O10 528.80 529.32 529.85 530.45 533.5 532.31 3.65 0.52

Table 4.1: Energy positions (in eV) of the six absorption peaks obtained by fitting the LT ex-
perimental spectra with Voight functions. The crystal field parameters 'eff and "0 are the energy
di!erence (in eV) between z2

A and x2! y2
P states, and yz/zxA and yz/zxP + xyP states, respectively.

The error on the energy position can be estimated as ±0.1 eV.

Figure 4.13: Schematic energy diagrams of Ru 4d states in the three systems.

Together with the main features, two weak features z2
P and x2 ! y2

A were introduced in Ref.
[119] appearing in the spectra. Although the z2 orbital mainly bonds with the apical O 2pz, it
still bonds weakly with the in-plane O 2px/y. Thus the z2

P becomes observable with increasing
intensity from the +inc = 0' spectrum. The appearance of x2 ! y2

A is unexpected because
the x2 ! y2 orbital does not directly overlap with any apical O 2p orbital, and is attributed
to the inter-site mixing of x2 ! y2 orbital with z2 orbital (and also with t2g orbitals) in the
Ru-O layered network [119]. The energy position of x2 ! y2

A and x2 ! y2
P states in Sr2RuO4

have been determined by the best fit of the experimental data, finding that the x2! y2
P state

lies at lowe energy with respect to the x2! y2
A state, contrary to what reported in Ref. [119],

and that the position of these states is inverted in Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10.
The Ru 4d identification done for Sr2RuO4, which is consistent with the one performed in Ref.
[119] for Ca2$xSrxRuO4, is valid also for Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10, and from the analysis of
the polarization dependence of the absorption features it can be derived that no inversion in
the orbital occupation within the t2g and eg manifolds takes place by increasing the number
of RuO6.

4.4.1 XAS line shape analysis

In order to extract the relevant crystal field parameters together with the energy position
and the spectral weight of the absorption feature, I have fitted each experimental spectrum
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with seven Voight components, six representing the orbital components3, and one taking into
account of the spectral weight from O 2p - Sr 4d hybridised states at higher energy (the
centroid of this feature is located at # 536.5 eV). Figure 4.12 shows an example of fit for
Sr2RuO4 at +inc = 40' in P geometry. Fit for Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10 spectra have been
obtained by adapting the parameters found for Sr2RuO4. The parameters are summarised
in Table 4.1, where one can appreciate the di!erences in parameters 'eff (defined as the
energy di!erence between z2

A and x2 ! y2
P states) and "0 in the three systems. Figure 4.13

shows the energy diagrams of the Ru 4d states as derived from the values in Table 4.1. The
centroid of the eg band is separated from the t2g band by # 3 eV, which is much than # 1
eV in 3d TMOs, due to a large Ru 4d - O 2p bonding strengh, which results in a large eg

bandwidth of # 4 eV. Such a large value overwhelms the Hund’s rule exchange energy Jex

(# 0.5 eV) and the ground state becomes a low spin state.

4.4.2 Discussion

The fit helps to clarify how the Ru 4d orbital occupation is strongly rearranged in the three
systems. The first component at # 528.35 eV in Sr2RuO4, representing yz/zxA states, is
shifted at # 528.8 eV in Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10, and its intensity is reduced by an amount
of 15% in Sr3Ru2O7 and 40% in Sr4Ru3O10, as it results from the fit. This modification could
be attributed to the lattice distortions in Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10 crystal structure. In fact,
the in-plane rotation of RuO6 octahedra in the two systems and, above all, the tilting with
respect to the c axis in Sr4Ru3O10 lowers the local lattice symmetry, and reduces the e!ective
overlap integral between Ru 4dyz/4dzx orbitals and apical O 2px/2py orbitals. This indirectly
causes the decrease of the intensity of this feature, that is stronger in Sr4Ru3O10 because of
the more severe distortions. The energy shift of this state is also expected, due to a general
di!erent chemical environment of the apical oxygen ions in the distorted structures. In fact,
in Sr3Ru2O7 there are 3 apical oxygen atoms in the unit cell with two di!erent chemical
environment: the apical oxygen shared by the two octahedra experiences a relative rotation
of # 14' the two octahedra, while the two external apical oxygens experience a distortion
of # 7'. This di!erent chemical environment changes the energy of the O 1s core electrons,
and introduces also an energy splitting which is not resolved in these O K edge spectra. The
same is valid for the Sr4Ru3O10 phase, where the structural distortions are more complicated
and the external apical oxygens are 2 over 4.
The influence of the in-plane rotation of the octahedra on the electronic structure has been
first elucidated by Kim and coworkers in Ref. [132] for Sr2RhO4, and then by Ko et al. for
Ca2$xSrxRuO4 in Ref. [133], by means of ARPES and density functional electronic structure
calculations. In the case of Sr2RhO4, although it has just one more 4d electron than the
parent compound Sr2RuO4, the Fermi surface of in Sr2RhO4 is constituted just by 4dyz/zx

states, and the - sheet of the Fermi surface of Sr2RuO4 [109], formed by 4dxy states, is absent.
This implies that the dxy band is fully occupied and shifted down below the Fermi level. This
finding, confirmed by an other ARPES study [134], is unexpected in view of the fact that the
two-dimensional xy orbital band was wider bandwidth than other one-dimensional t2g bands
and the xy orbital state is located above yz/zx states by the crystal field. Band structure
calculations for Sr2RhO4, shown in Figure 4.14 (a) and (b), reveal the origin of this fact:
the hybridisation between xy and x2 ! y2 bands, allowed by the fact that they are no longer

3The energy splitting within the t2g band (i.e. between xyP e yz/zxP components) is of the order of tens
of meV (for example, it is # 0.2 eV in Ca2RuO4 [130, 131]), so it cannot be resolved in XAS spectra due to
both the experimental resolution and the lifetime broadening.
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Figure 4.14: dxy (red) and dx2!y2 (green) bands in undistorted (a) and real structure (b) of Sr2RhO4.
Due to the lattice distortion, a gap is opened between dxy and dx2!y2 states (from Ref. [132]).
Calculated band structure for Sr2RuO4 using the primitive cell (c) and for an in-plane rotation of the
octahedra of 12.8# (from Ref. [133]).

orthogonal in the rotated geometry, leads to the formation of a gap between xy/x2 ! y2

hybridised bonding and antibonding bands, pushing the xy band below the Fermi level. In
other words, the unoccupied part of the xy band is filled mainly by the occupied part of the
x2 ! y2 band. On the contrary, yz/zx and z2 bands are not a!ected much by the rotational
distortion apart from a constant shift in energy. Therefore the rotational distortion (1) mixes
the otherwise orthogonal xy and x2 ! y2 bands, (2) opens a gap between the two, and (3)
consequently pushes the xy band below the Fermi energy. The same mechanism is found
to be valid in Ca2$xSrxRuO4 [133], and strongly modifies the band structure near EF , as
reported in Figure 4.14 (c) and (d). As dramatic changes are induced only in the xy band
dispersion near the Fermi level, this suggests that the progressive change in the e!ective
mass and the magnetic properties induced by the rotation of the octahedra are due to xy
electrons. Changes in the electronic structure due to the distortions are detected also in the
wider energy scale of O K absorption edge for Ca2$xSrxRuO4, modifying line shape and peak
positions (see Figure 3 in Ref. [119]).
The same mechanism described above could explain the modification of the electronic struc-
ture near EF in Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10 as a consequence of the in-plane rotation of the
octahedra, even if it is not possible to resolve any shift of the xy band in the absorption
spectra due to the superposition with the yz/zx states. However, it is reasonable that in
the case of the latter systems the scenario is complicated by the e!ect of the interlayer cou-
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Figure 4.15: Integrated intensity
of the fitted x2!y2

P component plot-
ted as a function of the incidence
angle for the three systems.

Sample yz/zxA yz/zxP + xyP t2g z2
A z2

P x2 ! y2
P x2 ! y2

A eg

Sr2RuO4 3.5% 21.5% 25% 9.5% 12.5% 48.5% 4.5% 75%
Sr3Ru2O7 4.5% 23.5% 28% 3.5% 29.5% 25% 14% 72%
Sr4Ru3O10 2.5% 21% 23.5% 2.5% 26% 27% 21% 76.5%

Table 4.2: Relative intensity of the Ru 4d - O 2p hybridised states with respect to the total intensity
calculated from the fit of the XAS spectra acquired in P geometry at +inc = 40#.

pling, i.e. the indirect exchange interaction among Ru ions in confining octahedra. In fact,
while in the case of Sr2RuO4 only the dxy and dx2$y2 bands are coupled with neighboring
Ru atoms via hybridisation with in-plane O 2p states, in Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10 the hy-
bridised xy/zxA and z2

A states have a direct hopping channel to neighboring Ru ions stacked
along the c axis, giving rise to a dispersive bands along it. It has been documented that
the e!ect of the bilayer coupling in the cuprate high-Tc superconductors is to double the
Fermi surface even in the normal state [135, 136]. As in cuprates the conduction band is
derived just from an in-plane Cu 3dx2$y2 hole, the bilayer splitting is tiny (about 0.1 eV).
In the RPP Sr ruthenates derives from not only the in-plane Ru 4dxy states, but also from
the out-of-plane Ru 4dyz,zx states. Therefore, a stronger e!ect could be expected for the
bilayered and the trilayered systems. However, a surprisingly smaller bilayer splitting of few
meV has recently been reported in the dxy-derived -1 Fermi surface sheet of Sr3Ru2O7 [110]
(no Fermi surface data have been published so far for Sr4Ru3O10). On the contrary, a strong
modification of the line shape of the x2!y2

P component in the XAS spectra of Sr3Ru2O7 and
Sr4Ru3O10 could the ascribed to the interlayer coupling. Figure 4.15 shows the integrated
intensity of the fitted x2 ! y2

P component plotted as a function of the incidence angle for the
three systems. The strong angular dependence of this feature in Sr2RuO4 (whose intensity
is reduced to one fourth of the initial value at +inc = 70') is a fingerprint of the anisotropy
and the 2-dimensionality of this system, ascribed to its almost perfect tetragonal structure.
This angular dependence is reduced in Sr3Ru2O7 (down to one third of the initial value) and
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Figure 4.16: Line shape di!erences between the LT and RT of the absorption spectra of Sr3Ru2O7

(a) and Sr4Ru3O10 (b).

almost quenched in Sr4Ru3O10, revealing an increasing three-dimensional environment. It
can be hypothesised that this behavior is due to a dx2$y2 ! dz2 mixing allowed by the reduc-
tion of the local symmetry. Such hybridisation could be responsible also for the di!erences
in orbital occupation with respect to Sr2RuO4, as indicated in Table 4.2: while the relative
intensity of the x2! y2

P and z2
A state are severely decreased in Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10, the

x2 ! y2
A and z2

P states strongly increase their spectral weight in the latter systems. Among
the t2g states, no redistribution seems to take place as the relative intensity does not change
appreciably, and there is not a transfer of spectral weight from the eg to the t2g states, in
disagreement with what predicted in Ref. [133] for the lattice distortions in Ca2$xSrxRuO4.
All of the above results and the conclusions drawn thus far form a substantial experimen-
tal result, which forms a solid basis and testing ground for future theoretical models that
incorporate the electronic correlation and structural distortion that make these systems so
interesting. After the comparison with theoretical calculations, it would be possible to cor-
relate directly the 4d electronic structure with ruthenates’ physical properties.
To summarize, the reduction in the intensity and the energy shift summarized in Table 4.1 of
the yz/zxA state (Figure 4.11 (e)) in Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10 are attributed to the rotation
and tilt (just for Sr4Ru3O10) of the RuO6 octahedra. Moreover, the energy shift and the
decrease of the intensity of the x2 ! y2

P peak (Figure 4.11 (b)) could be attributed to the
interlayer coupling between neighboring octahedra layers.

4.4.3 Comparison with RT spectra

Figure 4.16 shows the significant di!erences between the LT and RT line shape of the ab-
sorption spectra of Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10, while no changes where detected for Sr2RuO4.
In particular, Figure 4.16 (a) shows that the energy di!erence between the features yz/zxP
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Figure 4.17: PE survey spectra of Sr2RuO4 (light blue), Sr3Ru2O7 (pink), and Sr4Ru3O10 (violet)
acquired in P geometry at +inc = 60# with h( = 707 eV for Sr2RuO4 and Sr3Ru2O7, and h( = 714
eV for Sr4Ru3O10 ('Etot + 340 meV). The inset shows the zoom on the BE region [90 ÷!4] eV.

and z2
P is reduced by # 0.3 eV, and the shoulder at # 528.4 eV almost disappears in the RT

spectra. These di!erences in the crystal field parameters are consistent with an hypothesis
of a change of the crystalline parameters due to the temperature. However, to the best of my
knowledge, no high-resolution structural investigations are present in literature that could
confirm this fact. Figure 4.16 (b) shows the di!erence in the intensity of the x2 ! y2

P state:
while the RT spectrum shows two additional resolved weak features at lower energy, in the
LT spectrum the intensity of the x2 ! y2

P component is higher and the two features are no
more resolved. The origin of this di!erence is so far not clear.

4.5 Photoemission results

PE measurements have also been performed in order to characterise the occupied electronic
states of RPP ruthenates. Figure 4.17 shows wide PE survey spectra of Sr2RuO4, Sr3Ru2O7,
and Sr4Ru3O10 at LT. Intense emissions corresponding to, starting from lower kinetic energy,
O 1s, Ru 3p, Sr 3s, Ru 3d, Sr 3p and Sr 3d core levels are detected together with O Augers
around 500 eV. The inset shows a zoom on the near-VB region showing also Ru 4s, Ru 4p,
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Figure 4.18: O 1s core level spectra for Sr2RuO4 (light blue), Sr3Ru2O7 (pink), and Sr4Ru3O10

(violet) acquired in P geometry at +inc = 60# with h( = 710 eV at LT (empty square) and RT
(filled circle) ('Etot + 300 meV). The fit results have been superimposed on the LT (b) and RT (c)
experimental data.

Sr 4s, O 2s and Sr 4p core levels. O 1s and Sr 3d core levels have been acquired with better
resolution.
Figure 4.18 (a) shows the O 1s core level spectra for the three systems acquired at LT
and RT. The line shape of Sr2RuO4 spectra di!ers from that for Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10

by the component located around 528 eV (comp4). The best fit of the spectra has been
obtained using, together with a Shirley background, four (or three in the case of Sr3Ru2O7

and Sr4Ru3O10) Voight singlets. The results have been superimposed on the experimental
spectra in Figure 4.18 (b) and (c), and show a good agreement with them. The parameters
are summarised in Table 4.3. The energy di!erence between comp1 and comp4 in Sr2RuO4 is
0.97 (1.31) eV at LT (RT), in good agreement with the energy separation between yz/zxA and
yz/zxP states in XAS spectra. As comp4 is not resolved in O 1s spectra for Sr3Ru2O7 and
Sr4Ru3O10, I chose not to introduce a forth component in the fit, in order to avoid arbitrary
results for the position and the width of this component. The intensity of the high-energy
satellite defined as comp3 is generally associated to disorder in the SrO cleavage plane.
Figure 4.19 (a) shows the Sr 3d core level spectra for the three systems acquired acquired
at LT and RT. The line shape of Sr2RuO4 spectra is the same as for Sr3Ru2O7, while it is
di!erent for Sr4Ru3O10. The spectra has been fitted with a Shirley background and three
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Figure 4.19: (a) Sr 3d core level spectra for Sr2RuO4 (light blue), Sr3Ru2O7 (pink), and Sr4Ru3O10

(violet) acquired in P geometry at +inc = 60# with h( = 710 eV at LT (empty square) and RT (filled
circle) ('Etot + 300 meV). The fit results (a Shirley background + three Voight doublets representing
the bulk and the surface components) have been superimposed on the LT (b) and RT (c) experimental
data.

Voight spin-orbit doublets4, according to Ref. [138]. In addition to the more intense peak at
lower BE representing the bulk component, two doublets at higher BE ascribed to emissions
from the top-most SrO surface layer (S2) and the second surface layer (S1) placed just below
the top RuO2 layer. The results of the best fit have been superimposed on the experimental
spectra in Figure 4.19 (b) and (c), and show a good agreement with them. The parameters
are summarised in Table 4.4. The di!erence in the BEs of the components could be ascribed
to a di!erent chemical environment in the three systems. The considerable spectral weight of
S1 and S2 components with respect to the bulk could be due to both the low photoelectron
mean free path at this kinetic energy (estimated to be # 15 Å from Ref. [139]), and the
experimental geometry which favors surface emissions. However, a certain determination of
S1 and S2 as surface components could be done only acquiring angle-dependent PE spectra
in order to change the surface sensitivity of the measurements.

4The spin-orbit splitting for Sr 3d core level components has been fixed to 1.8 eV, according to what
reported in Ref. [137].
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Sample Temperature comp1 comp2 comp3 comp4
Sr2RuO4 LT 582.82 (eV) 529.81 (eV) 531.78 (eV) 527.85 (eV)

53% 40% 7% 22%
Sr2RuO4 RT 528.81 (eV) 530.10 (eV) 531.20 (eV) 528.12 (eV)

42% 43% 15% 9%
Sr3Ru2O7 LT 529.24 (eV) 530.12 (eV) 532.50 (eV)

40% 51% 9%
Sr3Ru2O7 RT 529.20 (eV) 530.35 (eV) 532.35 (eV)

38% 44% 8%
Sr4Ru3O10 LT 528.91 (eV) 529.79 (eV) 532.45 (eV)

28% 44% 28%
Sr4Ru3O10 RT 529.15 (eV) 530.30 (eV) 532.65 (eV)

32% 60% 8%

Table 4.3: Fit results for the O 1s core level. In the first line of each row, the BE of the four
components is reported, while in the second line the intensity ratio comp1 : comp2 : comp3. Note
that the relative intensity of comp4 in Sr2RuO4 has been calculated with respect to the total intensity
of (comp1 + comp2 + comp3), so that the percentages for comp1, comp2 and comp3 are directly
comparable. The error bars on the energy positions are estimated to be ±0.05 eV for comp1 and
comp4, ±0.15 eV for comp2, and ±0.4 eV for comp3.

Sample Temperature bulk S1 S2
Sr2RuO4 LT 131.84 (eV) 133.38 (eV) 132.55 (eV)

32% 43% 25%
Sr2RuO4 RT 132.08 (eV) 133.57 (eV) 132.80 (eV)

33% 39% 28%
Sr3Ru2O7 LT 132.58 (eV) 133.85 (eV) 133.25 (eV)

29% 54% 17%
Sr3Ru2O7 RT 132.59 (eV) 133.91 (eV) 133.31 (eV)

28% 48% 24%
Sr4Ru3O10 LT 132.10 (eV) 133.14 (eV) 132.53 (eV)

35% 37% 28%
Sr4Ru3O10 RT 131.62 (eV) 132.66 (eV) 131.95 (eV)

29% 40% 31%

Table 4.4: Fit results for the Sr 3d core level. In the first line of each row, the BE of the 3d5/2

peak for the three components is reported, while in the second line the relative intensity of the three
components. The error bars on the energy positions are estimated to be ±0.1 eV for bulk and S2
components, and ±0.3 eV for S1.

4.6 Conclusions

In conclusion, polarisation-dependent O K edge XAS spectra have been measured for the
first three members of the RPP series Sr ruthenates Sr2RuO4, Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10,
exhibiting a variety of physical properties, ranging to the unconventional superconductivity
to an exotic ferromagnetism, depending on the number of RuO6 octahedra in the unit cell.
These measurements constitute a testing ground for future theoretical calculations, and allow
to evaluate the e!ect of the interlayer coupling and the crystal distortions on the Ru 4d
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electronic structure and orbital occupation. The absorption line shape and the crystal field
parameters are strongly modified in the three systems. The fit of the experimental data,
performed with six Voight singlets representing the Ru 4d - O 2p hybridised states, reveals
that the yz/zxA peak near EF is shifted and suppressed in Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10 with
respect to Sr2RuO4. This could be ascribed to the lattice distortions in Sr3Ru2O7 and
Sr4Ru3O10 (i.e. the in-plane rotation of the octahedra, and their tilting Sr4Ru3O10) that
reduce the e!ective overlap integral between Ru 4d - O 2p bands and change the O 1s
core electron BE. Moreover, it can be speculated that the same mechanism described for
Sr2RhO4 [132] and Ca2$xSr2RuO4 [133] could be responsible for the di!erences in Sr3Ru2O7

and Sr4Ru3O10, i.e. the hybridisation between xy and x2 ! y2 bands, allowed by the in-
plane rotation, that leads to the formation of a gap between xy/x2!y2 hybridised bands and
moves the xy band below the Fermi level. In addition, the interlayer coupling is believed to be
responsible for the quenching of the angular dependence of the x2!y2

P state in Sr3Ru2O7 and
Sr4Ru3O10. The interlayer coupling allows dx2$y2 !dz2 mixing and causes a redistribution of
the spectral weight within the eg manifold: while the relative intensity of the x2! y2

P and z2
A

state are severely decreased in Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10, the x2! y2
A and z2

P states strongly
increase their spectral weight in the latter systems.
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Chapter 5

Resonant photoemission
spectroscopy of Mn metal at the
Mn L3 edge

Valence band spectra of a thick Mn metal film deposited on Si(111) have been measured
by means of resonant photoemission across the Mn 2p3/2 * 3d (L3) absorption edge. A
resonant Raman-Auger signal is detected for excitation energies down to 3.8 eV below the
Mn L3 absorption threshold. This feature exhibits a crossover from the Raman to the normal
Auger behavior at a photon energy close to the Mn 2p photoemission ionisation threshold.
The resulting radiationless resonance Raman behavior gives rise to a signal equivalent to the
6 eV satellite in Ni, with energy at 3.3 eV below EF . Moreover, the presence of many-electron
e!ects is detected for the Mn spectral weight in the valence band, with a clear contribution
of Mn-derived states at the Fermi edge.

5.1 Introduction

Manganese is one of the most interesting transition metals because of its magnetic properties
in alloys and compounds [140]. It is used as magnetic impurity in systems suitable for spin-
tronics applications like diluted ferromagnetic semiconductors [141]. Moreover, manganese
silicides and germanides have been widely investigated because of their variety of electrical
and magnetic properties and their potential application in solid-state electronic devices [142].
Materials containing manganese and manganese oxide have also shown half-metallic behav-
iors and have been studied due to their fundamental and technological importance [143]. In
addition, the e!ect of colossal magnetoresistance in manganites [144] has attracted significant
interest from researchers in the past and is still under investigation in these years [145].
In the atomic form, Mn is a high-spin system with a magnetic moment of 5 µB while in the
solid this value reduces to an average value of 1.1 µB. This is due to the interaction of 3d
electrons with the crystal field and hybridisation between orbitals. From the point of view
of its structural and magnetic properties, Mn can be considered as the most complex of all
metallic elements. It adopts four di!erent crystalline structures as a function of temperature:
below 1000 K, it shows the so-called cubic . modification with 58 atoms per unit cell and a
lattice constant of 8.91 Å at room temperature; above 1000 K, the 0, -, and $ modifications
take place depending on the temperature, up to the melting point (1517 K). The . modifica-
tion is antiferromagnetic below 100 K and paramagnetic at room temperature, while all the
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others are nonmagnetic [146].
I propose an investigation of the electronic structure of the .-Mn based on resonant photoe-
mission spectroscopy measurements at the Mn L3 edge. The two-hole satellite of Mn in the
VB and the Raman-Auger transition have been detected and characterised, and the spectral
weight of the Mn states in the VB region has been identified, finding also a significant emis-
sion at the Fermi edge. These findings can be the starting point for the understanding of
several aspects of the Mn-based materials like spin dynamics, interface formation, alloying,
etc.
In the case of 3d transition metals (TMs) Raman behavior has been observed below the L3

absorption threshold in metallic titanium [147], vanadium [148], chromium and iron [149]. In
all these cases the ionisation threshold (IT) energy1 is smaller than the absorption maximum
(resonance) energy. For metallic Ni, on the contrary, IT coincides with the resonance energy
[149], and the crossover is located exactly at this energy [26]. The resonance energy in Fe
and Cr is shifted 0.9 and 2.0 eV higher energy relative to the IT, respectively, while the
crossover is observed at about 2 eV below it for both metals, i.e. at the IT for Cr and 1.1
eV below the IT for Fe [149]. For Ti, the resonance energy is shifted 3 eV higher photon
energy relative to the IT [147], and Raman-Auger behavior is not reported, but the onset of
the L3VV normal Auger decay is observed at IT. A transition from Raman-Auger to normal
Auger regime has been observed also in chromium silicide CrSi2 [150]. In this case, the L3

resonance energy is 2 eV higher than the IT and the crossover between Raman and normal
Auger regimes is located even below the IT. As a consequence, the conclusion drawn from
measurements at the 3p resonances that 3d metals with atomic number lower than Ni do not
show two-hole satellites in the VB [35] has been reformulated [149]. It has been shown that
resonant photoemission spectroscopy (ResPES) is a possible tool to investigate and detect
these structures. For instance, the two-hole satellite has been detected at 3.2 eV below EF

for Fe metal, 3.5 eV for Cr and 6 eV for Ni metal [149, 26]. Moreover, this method has been
applied to investigate core-core Auger transitions in related systems [151, 152, 153].
To the best of my knowledge, Mn metal has never been studied by ResPES on the 2p * 3d
edge, while a paper by Raaen et al. appeared dealing with the 3p * 3d edge [154] and
predicting the absence of satellites in the VB. For Mn compounds, on the other hand, several
ResPES experiments have been performed tuning the photon energy across the L3 absorption
threshold. Thin Mn and MnO films have been studied by ResPES concentrating on Auger
decays with final-state core holes like 2p3p3p, 2p3p3d and 2p3s3d [155]. In Cd1$xMnxTe
(x = 0.45) the transition from Raman-Auger to normal Auger regime has been tracked at the
2p * 3d absorption threshold showing the two-hole Mn satellite in VB at 3.4 eV BE and the
crossover above the resonance energy [156]. Ga1$xMnxAs (x = 0.043), studied with ResPES
both at the 2p * 3d and 3p * 3d thresholds, has shown the existence of the Mn satellite in
VB at about 7 eV BE [157]. Mn:Ge(111) interface has been studied by ResPES across the
2p * 3d absorption edge showing the transition from Raman-Auger to normal Auger regime
[158].

5.2 Experimental procedure

The experiment was performed at the BACH beamline of the Elettra [88, 89]. ResPES and
x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements were acquired in circular polarisation at
a grazing angle of 10'. The beamline was operated between 630 and 660 eV at an energy

1The ionisation threshold (IT) is defined as the binding energy (BE) of the 2p3/2 level, which is the smallest
energy needed to excite a core level electron to the VB [148].
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Figure 5.1: Mn 2p core level (blue thin line) and XAS spectra (purple thick line). The upper scale
represents the BE for the PE spectrum and the lower scale the photon energy for the absorption
spectrum. The description of the features and of the inset is in the text.

resolution of about 0.25 eV with a photon flux of # 2 $ 1011 photons/s on the sample.
Both PES and XAS measurements were acquired in ultra-high vacuum at a base pressure of
# 2 $ 10$10 mbar. Photoemission (PE) spectra were collected at room temperature (RT)
using an angle-integrated VSW electron analyser with a relaxed resolution of about 200 meV.
XAS spectra were acquired in partial electron yield (PY) mode using the electron analyser
set on secondary-electron detection. The overall resolution of ResPES measurements, given
by the convolution of the photon beam resolution and the analyser resolution, was kept at
about 0.33 eV.
The Si(111) clean surface was prepared by cycles of annealing at 1200'C, keeping the pressure
was kept lower than # 1 $ 10$9 mbar. The contamination was controlled by means of
photoemission on the O 1s, C 1s, Si 2p core levels. A thick Mn layer (# 10 monolayers) was
evaporated on the clean Si(111) substrate using an electron beam evaporator operating at a
constant rate of approximately 0.1 Å/min.

5.3 Experimental results and discussion

Figure 5.1 reports the Mn 2p PE spectrum measured with h( = 1011 eV superimposed to
the Mn 2p XAS spectrum. The positions of the Mn 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 PE maxima ionisation
thresholds are found to be 638.7 (EB) and 649.7 eV, respectively. The Mn 2p XAS L3
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Figure 5.2: VB ResPES spectra of metallic Mn thick film normalised to the incident flux. The thick
dashed vertical line indicates the Raman-Auger peak at constant BE centered at 3.3 eV below EF .
Spectra acquired with photon energy ! 638.4 eV are multiplied by a factor of 2. Red spectra are
those marked with the corresponding incident photon energies.

and L2 edges (absorption maxima*resonant energies), corresponding to 2p63dn *2p53dn+1

transitions, are found at 640.3 (EX) and 651.4 eV, respectively. The comparison of these
values with those reported in literature for a pure metallic thick film of Mn [159] shows
an almost perfect agreement, proving that the measured film is a true metallic Mn. This
conclusion is further supported by the comparison of the XAS spectrum reported here with
that of metallic Mn found in literature (inset of Figure 5.1) [158, 159].

From these data, EB is shifted by about 1.6 eV to lower energy with respect to EX , and
comparable shifts have been reported for other transition metal thick films (V, Cr, Fe) [149].
On the contrary, no shift has been found for metallic Ni [26] (Table 5.1). It has been proposed
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Figure 5.3: KE of the Auger L3VV peak with respect to the incoming photon energy. The crossover
is the energy of the intersection point of the two straight lines fitting the Raman and normal regimes
dashed lines. A dashed line indicates the intermediate mixed Raman to normal regime. Error bars
represent the experimental resolution.

that this di!erence is ascribed to the di!erent filling of the 3d shells (3d9 for Ni, 3d3 for V,
3d4 for Cr, and 3d6 for Fe). The XAS process removes a hole from a correlated n-hole
state (n = 7, 6, 4 for V, Cr and Fe, respectively), except for Ni (n = 1, one-particle-like
process), and the correlation energy must be supplied by the incoming photon in addition
to the BE (EX >EB) [149]. In this case, Mn metal belongs to the partially filled case (3d5

initial state, n = 5) and a similar EX -EB shift, scaled according to the d -band filling, is
observed. In Figure 5.1, a shaded area indicates the h( range where the ResPES spectra
were measured. The photon energy was scanned from 634.0 to 640.9 eV in steps of # 0.2
eV, tracking the behavior of the Raman to normal Auger transition across the L3 edge. The
ResPES measurements reported in Figure 5.2 show the spectra acquired with h( from 636.3
to 649.6 eV. Below 636.3 eV, the shape of the valence-band spectra (not reported here) is the
same as that measured for this particular energy. The spectra are plotted on the BE scale
in order to show the Raman-Auger regime below EB. The intensity at 3.3 eV constant BE
starts to grow as h( reaches # 636.5 eV. This feature shifts following h( and shows a normal
Auger constant KE behavior for h( " 638.8 eV. Moreover, its intensity resonates on the L3

XAS edge. The same conclusions hold, checking the o!-resonance-corrected VB spectra (not
reported). In Figure 5.3, a plot of the L3VV Auger KE is presented as a function of h(, and
the error bars represent the experimental energy resolution. The peak positions have been
determined by fitting the o!-resonance corrected VB spectra with a gaussian line shape. A
linear behavior with slope 1, characteristic of the resonant Raman e!ect, holds for h( ! 638.4
eV [26], while for h( > 647 eV the KE reaches # 635.0 eV (normal Auger regime). There
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Figure 5.4: Integrated intensity of the
valence band spectra (corrected by the
o! resonance contribution) in the Auger-
peak energy range. The onset of the res-
onant Raman regime is identified where
the Raman Auger peak starts to grow (at
about 636.5 eV).

is a broad intermediate energy range where the L3VV Auger peak KE value deviates from
635.0 eV: first it is lower for h( between 638.6 and 639.2 eV, then higher for h( > 639.4 eV.
The crossover energy reported in Figure 5.3, and defined in the caption, occurs close to IT
as expected and observed in Cr [149], Ni [26] and V [148]. Nevertheless, the curve plotted in
Figure 5.3 is peculiar with respect to other TMs such as Cr and Ni: after following a linear
behavior with slope 1 up to the crossover, it deviates following a new linear behavior with
slope #0.21 up to h(=640.7 eV (close to EX). After this point, the KE of the L3VV Auger
peak decreases slightly to reach a constant value of about 635 eV well above EX . The possible
reasons for the existence of this intermediate region have already been discussed in section
3.7.1. It is possible to identify the Raman-Auger onset by integrating the intensity of the VB
on the BE range [+17 ÷!0.5] eV, including the Auger peak, with respect to h(. In this way,
it is found that the Raman-Auger onset is located at # 636.5 eV, and the obtained curve
follows the XAS resonant behavior as the photon energy is scanned through the absorption
edge (see Figure 5.4).
The presence of an energy region between EB and EX where the slope of the curve in Figure
5.3 is 0.21 suggests a mixture of Raman and normal Auger behaviors there. A possible
explanation could be the persistence of reduced 3d electron localisation as h( is increased
from EB. Only when h( "EX the photoexcited electrons gain enough energy to delocalise
faster than the 2p core-hole autoionisation time, leaving the system free to deexcite through
the normal Auger process.
In order to extract the VB Mn 3d -derived states, I have subtracted a nonresonant spectrum
(h( = 634 eV) from the resonant one collected with h( = 640.3 eV and denote it as the
resonating spectral weight (RSW). The results are reported in Figure 5.5. The clear emission
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Figure 5.5: Mn RSW (thick green
line) obtained by subtracting the o!-
resonance spectrum (gold) from the on-
resonance one (red).

at the Fermi edge (R1) confirms the metallic behavior of the Mn film deposited on the Si(111)
substrate. The spectral weight extends well below the Fermi edge, reaching a BE of # 12 eV.
This finding supports the presence of strong many-electron e!ects a!ecting the final state of
the photoemission process [158]. Moreover, the maximum of the RSW is located at about 4.7
eV (R2), together with a shoulder on the high BE side, from # 6 to # 10 eV. The positions
in BE of the two structures R1 and R2 are quite similar to what has been found for the two
Mn alloys Mn-doped ZnGeP2 (Ref. [160]) and c2$2 CuMn/Cu(100) [161]. Although similar,
the main di!erence is the width of the identified features. In fact, for the metallic Mn I have
found larger structures, and this can be explained by a higher degree of delocalisation of the
Mn 3d electronic states. As a matter of fact, the same conclusion has also been drawn for the
metallic surface alloy Mn:Ge(111), which presents a Mn RSW almost identical to the results
reported here [158]. In that case, many-electron e!ects in the final state of the photoemission
process were called upon to explain the broadening of the VB Mn-related features.
Being the width of the 2p3/2 * 3d absorption line #3.6 eV (full width at half maximum)
and the energy resolution #0.3 eV, a straightforward analysis of the data in terms of the
ResPES technique is feasible [162]. It is then possible to observe the two-hole VB satellite
also for Mn, as already demonstrated for Ni, Cr, Fe and V [26, 148, 149]. This structure
is located at 3.3 eV below EF and the crossover from Raman to normal Auger regime is
clearly visible and trackable. Another important issue is that the Raman to normal Auger

Table 5.1: L3VV Auger decay parameters of 3d transition metals (from Ref.s [148] for V, [149] for
Cr and Fe, [26] for Ni).

Raman-Auger Raman-Auger normal Auger
EX -EB (eV) position onset ERA-EB (eV) onset

relative to EF relative to EX relative to EF

V 3.0 2.3 !0.7 0 0
Cr 2.0 3.5 , !5 0 0
Mn 1.6 3.3 , !3.8 !0.1 , 2
Fe 0.9 3.2 , !4 , !1 0
Ni 0 6.0 , !4 0 , !0.5
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regime crossover is di!erent in the five metals. In Table 5.1, our findings are summarised and
compared to previous studies on 3d TMs. Going from V to Ni, i.e., as the d -band occupancy
and the electronic correlations increase, the di!erence between EX and EB decreases while
the Raman-Auger peak position relative to EF tends to increase. The di!erence between
the photon energy of the Raman-Auger onset and EX varies from the value for V (# !0.7
eV) to the values for the other TMs, which are quite similar (!3.8 eV to !5 eV). The last
two columns report the influence of electronic correlations on the transition from Raman to
normal Auger behavior, i.e., from a single quantum-mechanical event to a process that can be
separated into two steps [148]. The two processes join at EB for the lighter V and Cr without
any significant deviation from the two linear behaviors. For the heavier Mn and Fe, there
seems to be an intermediate region where both regimes are present (slope< 1), and they both
show a mixed Raman to normal Auger behavior in an # 2 eV wide region. Ni behaves in a
more complex way since it shows deviations from the “two straight line” transition and seems
to experience the crossover about 0.5 eV below EB. As reported [149], the above mentioned
di!erences in the crossover energy positions may reflect di!erent values for U , the on-site
two-hole repulsion energy, which is closely related to di!erent electronic structures.
The similarity between Mn and Fe, as deduced from the presence of a mixed Raman to normal
Auger region, is further evidenced by the comparison of the respective ResPES series that
looks almost identical in terms of shape and evolution. They both show a VB composed of
two major features, namely, an emission at the Fermi edge (R1 for Mn) and an asymmetric
peak # 5 eV from EF (R2) that continues to evolve as normal Auger for increasing h(.
Di!erently from V, Cr, and Ni, there are no other resonating structures. From the literature,
it is known that Mn and Fe show considerably broader VBs than those of other TMs such
as Cr and V, and this has been related to the broadening of their MVV Auger peaks. This
e!ect has been interpreted as the possible reason for subthreshold (3p excitation threshold)
Auger phenomena, also considering the relatively narrow 3p peaks with respect to the VBs
[96]. A similar argument, applied to the LVV Auger peaks, can be introduced to explain the
present results for Mn and those for Fe.

5.4 Conclusions

The resonant photoemission of Mn metal across the L3 XAS edge has been measured and
the onset of the Raman-Auger regime and its transition to a normal Auger regime have been
tracked. Above the ionisation threshold, the pure Raman-Auger turns into a mixed Raman
to normal Auger regime. This suggests the coexistence of weakly localised and delocalised
Mn 3d electronic states up to the resonance energy EX . Only when h( is high enough
the system evolves into a true normal Auger regime photoelectrons delocalise or escape to
vacuum. Moreover, Mn metal shows a transition from Raman to normal Auger regime that
is di!erent from other TMs, probably because of their di!erent electronic structures. The
REsPES, nevertheless, demonstrates the capability to detect the two-hole VB satellite in
Mn, showing it at 3.3 eV below EF . Using the same ResPES data, the Mn partial density
of states has been extracted, finding an evident Fermi edge and a spectral weight extending
down to 12 eV below EF due to many-electron e!ects in the PE final state. The width of
these structures suggests a delocalisation of the Mn 3d electronic states. This conclusion,
obtained from the on-resonance (EX) spectrum, is in agreement with the above-mentioned
results reporting a delocalised character for h( "EX .



Chapter 6

Rare earth compounds

6.1 Temperature-independent ytterbium valence in YbGaGe

The ytterbium valence as a function of temperature has been determined in the reported
near zero thermal expansion material YbGaGe using x-ray photoemission at various incident
photon energies. The Yb 3d, 4d and 4f levels, which directly yield the Yb valence, have been
measured. Careful analysis enabled the clear separation of surface and bulk contributions.
Resonant photoemission at the 4d-4f absorption edge was used to enhance the low contri-
bution of the Yb3+ component. Contrary to the initially proposed Yb valence transition no
change in the valence was found from room temperature down to 115 K [30].

6.1.1 Introduction

The report of YbGaGe (whose crystal structure is reported in Figure 6.1) as a near zero
thermal expansion (ZTE) material [27, 28, 29] prompted a brief flurry of activity. Salvador
and co-workers used x-ray di!raction to determine the cell volume from 100 to 300 K and
found it to be nearly constant over this wide temperature range [27, 28]. They suggested an
underlying mechanism where, with increasing temperature, a gradual transfer of electrons
from the localised Yb 4f band to the Ga 4p band causes a change in the oxidation state of the
Yb from Yb2+ to Yb3+ [27, 29]. The contraction in the ionic radius of Yb associated with
this change in oxidation state compensates for the lattice expansion that would otherwise
occur on heating and leads to a net ZTE e!ect. The same mechanism has been proposed
to explain negative thermal expansion seen in Sm1$xGdxS [163], Sm2.75C60 [164], Yb2.75C60

[165] and Yb8Ge3Sb5 [166]. In the case of YbGaGe, the authors based their deductions on
magnetic susceptibility measurements which show that the Yb magnetic moment changes with
temperature (Yb3+ is paramagnetic whereas Yb2+ is diamagnetic). However, other groups
have been unable to duplicate neither the ZTE [167, 168, 169, 170, 171] nor the magnetic
susceptibility data supporting the proposed Yb valence transition [167, 168, 169, 170, 171,
172]. Instead the magnetic susceptibility was found to be compatible with that of divalent
Yb, and the thermal expansion to be that of a normal metal. Di!raction measurements on
YbGa1.05Ge0.95by a collaboration involving some of the authors of the initial YbGaGe paper
revealed no ZTE, instead showing a sudden, large negative thermal expansion at 5 K [173].
This was again proposed to be the result of an Yb valence transition, without however the
support of magnetic susceptibility measurements.
No direct spectroscopic investigation of the Yb valence as a function of temperature has
been reported (Ref. [170] does contain a reference to unpublished photoemission data).
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Figure 6.1: (from Ref. [27]). Crystal structure details of YbGaGe. (a) Unit cell of the heganonal
P63/mmc space group of YbGaGe. Red atoms are Ga, blue atoms are Ge and yellow atoms are Yb.
The layers A, B, C and D are indicated. (b) Immediate trigonal prismatic coordination environment
of Yb(1). (c) Octahedral coordination of Yb(2).

X-ray absorption measurements at the Yb L3 edge on the non-stoichiometric compound
YbGa1.12Ge0.88 have been carried out and show the valence to be equal at 5 K and 300 K
[174]. Direct determination of the valence is relevant due to the high sensitivity of magnetic
susceptibility to low levels of Yb3+-containing impurities. In particular, groups have found
low levels of mixed-valence Yb3Ge5 [168, 170] and trivalent Yb2O3 [169], in YbGaGe.
I present a synchrotron radiation photoemission study of the Yb valence as a function of
temperature. In the rare-earths the population of the localised 4f levels exactly reflects the
valence. Photoemission from the resulting energy levels gives clearly di!erent structures
in the spectra, for the 4f14(2+) and 4f13(3+) states [175]. Similarly, due to their strong
Coulomb interaction with the 4f electrons, and 4f hole if present, photoemission of the 3d
[176, 177, 178], and 4d levels [179, 180] is another clear measure of valence. Spectral weights
for a given energy level in photoemission are directly proportional to concentration. Thus the
low impurity levels mentioned above give a negligible or small contribution to the spectra.
Low energy photoemission (h( # 100 eV) has been successfully used in many cases to measure
rare-earth valence [181, 182, 183, 184]. However, some groups report the presence of a sub-
surface region that possesses di!erent properties to the bulk (Figure 6.2 shows that at this
photon energy the inelastic mean free path of the valence band electrons is lower than 1
nm), and consequently adversely a!ects such surface-sensitive measurements [184, 185]. This
can result, in selected cases, in temperature dependent valence transitions appearing broader
and of lesser magnitude than when seen with higher photon energies or other techniques
[184, 186]. There is a general consensus [180, 186, 187] that energies of the order of Al K%

radiation (1486.6 eV), probe the bulk of such materials (see Figure 6.2). This is a result of
the increased mean free path and thus escape depth of the photoelectrons at these energies.
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Figure 6.2: Universal curve
of the inelastic mean free path
of an electron in a solid as a
function of the incident photon
energy (from Ref. [188]).

Accordingly, the Yb 4f levels have been measured at two principal photon energies: one low
(182 eV) where higher resolution data may be more easily taken, and the other high (1420
eV) to more clearly probe the bulk.

6.1.2 Experimental procedure

Single crystals of YbGaGe were grown out of a high-temperature ternary solution [189, 190,
191]. The initial alloy composition used was Yb0.3Ga0.35Ge0.35, and the resulting crystals
were well-formed rods. This composition, very close to that of YbGaGe, was chosen because
it was found earlier that the desired compound melts congruently [169], and since congruently
melting compounds form part of their own primary solidification, a composition close to the
composition of the desired crystals is likely to primarily produce the desired stoichiometric
phase [192]. Moreover, the melting temperature that was found earlier, 1193 K [169], is
easily accessible. The starting elements were sealed in a 3-cap Ta crucible [191], in turn
sealed in an evacuated quartz ampoule. The ampoule was initially heated up to , 1470 K,
to ensure a well-homogenised alloy, then quickly cooled to 1273 K, slightly higher than the
melting temperature of YbGaGe, and then slowly cooled down to 1073 K over 100 hours.
The ampoule was inverted and centrifuged, resulting in a separation of crystals from an
excess liquid. X-ray di!raction patterns determined from powdered crystals were consistent
with patterns obtained earlier on YbGaGe [169]. The temperature-dependent magnetisation
below 300 K indicated that the samples yield a smaller magnetisation than the polycrystalline
YbGaGe, with some 0.5 % weight of Yb2O3, investigated earlier [169].
X-ray photoemission measurements were carried out at the BACH beamline [88, 89], using a
150 mm VSW hemispherical electron analyser. The overall energy resolution (photon beam
and analyser) was approximately 55 meV at 72 eV, 80 meV at 165 and 182 eV, 1.5 eV at
1420 eV and 1.8 eV at 1650 eV. The spectra were normalised to the incident flux. The
temperature was measured by a thermocouple placed on the sample holder in close proximity
to the samples.
Careful attention was paid to the e!ect of surface contamination, as Yb is a very reactive
element. The samples were cleaved or scraped, depending on dimensions, at room tempera-
ture to provide clean surfaces for measurement. The pressure in the chamber was 1.5$10$10
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Figure 6.3: The valence band and shal-
low core levels of YbGaGe measured at
room temperature with a photon energy
of 72 eV.

mbar which allowed 7 to 8 hours of measurement before a new surface had to be prepared.
As oxidation causes an increase in the surface Yb3+ component [193], the valence band at
room temperature was used as a measure of the surface cleanliness and remeasured at various
stages. The oxygen 1s level was also measured but proved to be significantly less sensitive to
contamination than the valence band.

6.1.3 Experimental results

Valence Band (Low Energy)

Figure 6.3 shows a room temperature valence band photoemission spectrum from YbGaGe
acquired with a photon energy of 72 eV. The valence band, extending approximately 13 eV
from the Fermi level, is dominated by the emission from the Yb states. In particular, the
features between the Fermi level and 3.5 eV represent the divalent portion of the Yb signal, i.e.
the 4f14 * 4f13 transition in photoemission, while the trivalent features, i.e. 4f13 * 4f12,
are found between 6 and 13 eV [175]. The peaks lying at a binding energy of approximately
18.5, 23.4 and 28.7 eV correspond respectively to the Ga 3d, Yb 5p3/2 and Ge 3d core levels.
The Yb 5p1/2 peak is obscured by the much more intense Ge 3d line.
It is clear from Figure 6.3 that the valence band in YbGaGe is dominated by the Yb2+

component whereas the Yb3+ component is rather small. As an accurate determination of
the valence requires both components to be precisely measured, ResPES has been performed
in order to amplify the Yb3+ signal. 165 and 182 eV correspond respectively to pre- and
on-resonance for the 4d*4f absorption edge for Yb3+ states [193]. Using the on-resonance
photon energy an intensity enhancement of the Yb3+ valence band contribution is obtained,
as a consequence of the quantum interference between two di!erent photoemission channels,
the direct photoemission channel (4fn + h( * 4fn$1 + ek, where ek represents the emitted
photoelectron) and the autoionisation channel, a photoabsorption process followed by a super
Coster-Kronig Auger decay (4d104fn + h( * 4d94fn+1 * 4d104fn$1 + ek) [35]. Yb2+ states
do not resonate because in their case the 4f shell is fully occupied and photoabsorption cannot
take place.
Figure 6.4 shows the temperature dependence of the valence band (and shallow core levels)
measured between 210 K and 115 K with a photon energy of 182 eV, all taken on the same
cleaved surface. In order to find the Yb valence at each temperature the data have been
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Figure 6.4: The valence band and shal-
low core levels of YbGaGe as a function
of temperature, measured on-resonance
(see text), at 182 eV. All spectra were
taken on the same cleaved surface.

initially analysed following the method outlined in Ref. [180]. The upper and lower limits
for the spectral weights of the Yb2+ and Yb3+ contributions were found by integration after
subtraction of a minimum and maximum background respectively, as shown in Figure 6.5
(a). The minimum background is a Shirley background [47]. The maximum background for
the Yb3+ states consists of two lines which join the minima in the spectra; for the Yb2+ it
consists of a single line similarly joining the minima, as in Ref. [180].
As already discussed, the Yb3+ part of the spectrum is increased when the photon energy is
on-resonance, whereas the Yb2+ part is not. The Yb3+ on-resonance spectral weights must
therefore be corrected for this increase before one can calculate the Yb valence. Two spectra
were taken under identical experimental conditions, one at 182 eV and the other at 165
eV. The Yb3+ spectral weights for each spectrum were then determined using the method
outlined above. The ratio of the two values obtained is the correction factor by which all
Yb3+ spectral weights measured on-resonance must be divided.
The Yb valence vY b, also expressed as vY b = nh!2, where nh is the hole occupation number,
is then directly given by the intensity ratio of the two Yb 4f components [194]:

nh = (1 +
13
14

I13
4f

I12
4f

)$1 (6.1)
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Figure 6.5: (a) Example of linear (maximum) and Shirley (minimum) background for the valence
band spectrum acquired at 115 K. (b) The Yb valence as a function of temperature, as determined
by the two methods in the text, using a photon energy of 182 eV. The dashed lines are zero-slope fits
to the data.

In this way the two limits for the Yb valence for each spectrum can be obtained, corresponding
to the two di!erent background subtractions. I then calculated the average value with the
error bar estimated as half of the range between the two values. The results are plotted in
Figure 6.5 (b) marked as full circles.
If one supposes that, as is the case in many Yb compounds [182, 184, 195], the surface is
predominantly divalent, then this method incorrectly includes this surface contribution and
therefore underestimates the actual valence. I have consequently chosen a more rigorous
fitting-based analysis method.
In order to first determine the exact positions of the surface and bulk Yb 4f components the
valence band was first measured with a photon energy of 72 eV, chosen so that the electron
escape depth is close to the minimum (see Figure 6.2). As such the surface sensitivity is
greatly enhanced. Figure 6.6 shows the Yb2+ part of the valence band, taken on both clean
and contaminated surfaces. After subtraction of a Shirley background the spectra were fitted
with two Doniach-Sunjic doublets, with the spin-orbit splitting being fixed at 1.27 eV and
the branching ratio, as expected for f electrons, at 0.75 [182]. The fit parameters of the two
spectra are consistent within the errors of the fits themselves and serve to fix the position,
amongst other parameters, of the surface component when later fitting the valence band at
various temperatures. As discussed previously oxidation reduces the surface Yb2+ emission
and thus the ratio between the Yb2+ surface and bulk components. Therefore it is clear
from the two spectra that the surface component is that at higher binding energy. This is
supported by it having the larger width (see Ref. [195] and references therein), and follows
the behavior of other Yb intermetallics which also possess a surface component shifted to
higher binding energies [182, 183]. I do not resolve a sub-surface component, just one from
the surface and one from the bulk.
With the information hereby obtained I proceeded, after subtraction of a Shirley background,
to fit the temperature dependent spectra. The Yb2+ part was fitted as before at 72 eV,
with surface and bulk doublets separated by 0.4 eV, a spin-orbit splitting of 1.27 eV and
a branching ratio of 0.75. The Yb3+ component was fitted with five Doniach-Sunjic peaks
that were initially for a contaminated sample (see Figure 6.7), with its increased 3+ spectral
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Figure 6.6: Determination of the sur-
face and bulk components of the 4f 13

state for clean and contaminated sur-
faces. The hatched doublet is the bulk
component. The surface component
is clearly observed to be substantially
broader.

Figure 6.7: Fit of the 4f 12 component
on an oxidised YbGaGe surface. The
hatched peak is that which does not grow
upon contamination.

weight, to more easily determine the fit parameters.
One of the peaks was found not to increase upon contamination and one can therefore consider
it to be some non-4f part of the valence band. As such it was not included in the integration
to determine the 3+ spectral weight.
As with the previous method the Yb3+ spectral weight has been corrected for the increase due
to the 4d -4f resonance by comparison of the room temperature spectrum with one taken at
165 eV. This was fitted in an identical manner, the ratio of the two giving the normalisation
factor. The resulting values for the Yb valence determined in this way are shown in Figure
6.5 (b), marked as full squares. The error bars are derived from the variations found in the fit
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Figure 6.8: A comparison of the va-
lence band of clean YbGaGe with that
of a slightly oxidised sample, taken with
a photon energy of 182 eV.

parameters. What is clear from the data, independent of the method used to determine the
valence, is that it is constant over the entire temperature range measured. As a measure of
the sensitivity of this method, Figure 6.8 shows the spectrum of clean YbGaGe, along with
YbGaGe slightly oxidised after some period in the measurement chamber. As expected the
contaminated surface shows a small increase in the 4f 13 component whereas the 4f 12 peaks
have diminished slightly. The valences for each have been found using the fitting method
described above. That of the clean sample is 2.29 whereas the contaminated sample has a
valence of 2.32. Thus this method is able to distinguish changes in valence down to at least
0.03. This is in agreement with the good sensitivity of photoemission to small changes in
valence (see for example Refs. [184, 186, 196]).

Valence Band (High Energy)

Figure 6.9 shows the temperature dependence of the valence band and shallow core levels
measured between 316 K and 121 K with a photon energy of 1421 eV. As mentioned in the
introduction, this photon energy guarantees that the bulk is probed in these measurements:
the inelastic electron mean free path of valence electrons in YbGaGe at this photon energy
is estimated to be about 35 Å as opposed to approximately 10 Å at 182 eV [139]. The
total energy resolution at this energy is not enough to resolve the two 4f 13 components and,
without the resonant enhancement present at 182 eV, the 4f 12 features are di#cult to discern.
The 4f 13 spectral weight was consequently the only one possible to determine, by integration
after removal of a suitable background. Two di!erent background subtractions were made:
the first being a Shirley background taking into account the slope of the valence band before
the Yb 4f 13 peak, and the second a constant background convoluted with an experimentally
broadened Fermi distribution, as suggested by Reinert and co-workers in Ref. [184], which
simulates the non-4f part of the valence band. The remaining spectrum was integrated to give
the 4f 13 spectral weight. Examples of these two background subtraction methods are shown
in Figure 6.10. In Figure 6.11 the values of the Yb 4f 13 integrated intensities thus calculated
are plotted. There is no change of the integrated intensity as a function of temperature. This
is further proof that there is no Yb valence change from above room temperature down to at
least 120 K.
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Figure 6.9: The valence band and shal-
low core levels of YbGaGe as a function
of temperature, measured at a photon
energy of 1421 eV.

Yb 3d Core Level

Figure 6.12 shows the temperature dependence of the Yb 3d5/2 photoemission spectra of
YbGaGe measured between 297 K and 115 K. The Yb 3d core level is split into the 3d5/2

region at 1520-1545 eV and the 3d3/2 region at 1565-1600 eV by the spin orbit interaction
[176, 178]. Only the 3d5/2 core level was measured because of the limited energy range of
the beamline. Comparing the 3d5/2 spectra of metallic Yb and Yb2O3 [177], where the Yb
ion is purely divalent or trivalent, respectively, the single peak at 1522 eV can be attributed
to Yb2+ 3d5/2 states and the broad small shoulder (whose multiplet structure cannot be
resolved due to the experimental resolution), and whose centroid is located at about 1532
eV, can be attributed to the Yb3+ 3d5/2 states. Sato and co-workers [178] demonstrated
that valence transitions can be observed monitoring the spectral weights of the 2+ and 3+
components of the Yb 3d core level as a function of temperature. In order to do this I have
fitted each spectrum with two components having Voigt line shapes, after subtracting an
exponential background. I fixed the Gaussian width to be the same for the two components
and equal to the total experimental resolution. The Yb 3d5/2 lineshape is seen not to change
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Figure 6.10: The two di!erent back-
ground subtractions used to determine
the Yb2+ spectral weight in the valence
band when using a photon energy of 1421
eV. The sample temperature was 158 K.

Figure 6.11: The intensities, as a func-
tion of temperature, for the 4f 13 and
3d5/2 (2+) parts of the spectrum. The
error bars for the 4f 13 intensities have
been calculated from the variations in
the parameters of the background fits,
and those for the 3d5/2 from the vari-
ations in the fits of the core level itself.
The dashed lines are zero-slope fits to the
data.

with temperature from 297 K down to 115 K. I was unable to extrapolate the value for the
Yb valence from the Yb 3d spectra because of the limited experimental resolution, which
broadens the Yb3+ 3d5/2 fine structure overestimating its spectral weight (and consequently
the valence). In Figure 6.11 I have plotted the value of the Yb2+ 3d5/2 integrated intensity
derived from the fit as a function of temperature. As one can see, this value does not change
with temperature down to 115 K, within this experimental resolution. However I must say
that the 3d core level is a very insensitive method to determine the valence changes due to
the weak and broad emission of the Yb3+ level. Moreover, the integrated intensity of the
3+ component is quite pronounced here, and this could be due to an increase of the surface
contamination of the sample for these particular measurements. As with the valence band
spectra, contamination of the surface causes the Yb3+ 3d5/2 component to grow, as shown
in the spectrum acquired 8 hours after scraping.
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Figure 6.12: The Yb 3d5/2 core level
as a function of temperature, taken with
a photon energy of 1650 eV, shown to-
gether with fits to the experimental data.

Yb 4d Core Level

Figure 6.13 shows the Yb 4d core level photoemission spectrum measured at T = 100 K,
with a photon energy of 1423 eV. The 4d structure extends over an energy range of about
30 eV from the main peak. The experimental spectrum is shown together with the spectra
for Yb metal (divalent) and oxidised YbInCu4 (trivalent), extracted from Ref. [180]. Rare-
earth 4d photoemission spectra usually exhibit a complex multiplet structure determined
by a strong electrostatic interaction (as they have the same principal quantum number),
between the 4d core hole and the 4f unfilled shell. Yb valence strongly a!ects the Yb 4d
lineshape and binding energy: the clear doublet at 180 eV and 190 eV observed for metallic
Yb compounds (Yb2+) disappears, replaced by a large peak centered at 185 eV with other
less intense components at 188.2 eV, 192.5 eV, 199 eV and 205.6 eV in oxide-like compounds
(Yb3+) [179]. These clear changes make the 4d core level a clear measure of the valence of
Yb. The multiplet intensity and width in this experimental spectrum are very similar to
those of metallic Yb [179, 180], and very di!erent from those of nearly trivalent Yb2O3 [179]
or the trivalent oxidised YbInCu4 sample of Schmidt and co-workers [180]. This means that
at 100 K Yb ions in YbGaGe have a majority 2+ oxidation state. The main peak at lower
binding energy is more intense than that in purely divalent Yb. This is possibly partially
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Figure 6.13: The Yb 4d core level
taken at a temperature of 100 K and
a photon energy of 1423 eV, shown to-
gether with spectra of a divalent and a
trivalent compound (see text).

due to the presence of the Ge 3s core level at the same energy [197], although the Ge 3s
cross-section at this energy is approximately 11 times less than that of the Yb 4d [95].

6.1.4 Discussion and conclusions

Precise determination of the valence by measurement of the 4f levels in the rare-earths
depends on a precise knowledge of the non-4f part of the valence band. It is however a
reasonable assumption that this non-4f contribution is relatively constant with temperature.
Furthermore the large 4f cross-section at the energies used here [198], discounts the possibility
that fluctuations in any other contribution could compensate the much larger 4f spectral
weight changes that would occur if there was an underlying valence transition. This reasoning
applies also to the proposal that the valence transition involves electron transfer to or from
the Ga 4p band [29]. Apart from the much smaller Ga 4p cross-section at these energies
[95], any changes in its spectral weight would not be able to uniformly counteract changes in
the Yb 4f contribution which extends 13 eV into the valence band. Similarly, in the case of
the valence band taken at high energy, where only the 2+ spectral weight was measured, the
dominant 4f cross-section precludes masking of a valence transition by other contributions.
Thus, at most, incorrect background subtraction due to incomplete knowledge of the valence
band, would cause a common shift in the value of the determined valence at all temperatures.
The above discourse does not apply to the Yb 3d5/2 level which lies in a featureless part
of the spectrum. The extracted 3d5/2 intensity can be taken as an absolute value of the
contribution due to the particular valence state.
In section 6.1.3 I introduced a correction for the on-resonance increase in the Yb3+ spec-
tral weight, before calculation of the Yb valence. This involved a measurement of the Yb3+

spectral weight o!-resonance which is low in this case. It follows that any error in its deter-
mination could lead to an error in the calculated valences. Such a systematic error would
however change all the values for the valence equally, leaving the conclusions on the unchanged
valence with temperature unaltered.
It was assumed, in the analysis of the low energy data, that the surface is predominantly
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divalent. In all probability this assumption is valid, due to the large number of Yb compounds
which exhibit this behavior. The presence of a temperature-independent trivalent component
in the surface layer would in any case only modify uniformly the value of the valence at all
temperatures.
It is known that various Yb systems exhibit 4f 13 peak height changes with temperature, in
addition to those due to a change in valence, due to temperature dependent lattice e!ects and
Fermi functions as well as other factors as explained by Joyce and co-workers in Ref. [183].
However, more recently, other Yb systems have been reported where the Yb 4f spectrum
is unchanged with temperature. In particular high resolution photoemission measurements
which were able to clearly see a valence change as small as from 2.75 to 2.78 in YbInCu4

found no change in the Yb 4f spectra for three other related Yb compounds [196]. Thus I do
not believe that the YbGaGe system should necessarily show any change, due to non-valence
related e!ects, with temperature.
It is perhaps pertinent to add that, in their original work, Salvador and co-workers performed
valence bond sum calculations resulting in the two Yb sites possessing valences of 2.0 and
2.6. The value found by us, 2.29 ± 0.015, when fitting the lower energy data, is almost the
exact median of these two values. As the value of the valence found by photoemission is that
of the average of the system being measured, this result is perfectly in agreement with those
calculations.
As discussed in the introduction, all subsequent studies have failed to reproduce the ZTE
reported in the original work. If indeed it is possible to replicate this e!ect, the most promising
path would appear to be carbon or boron impurity doping, suggested by the possibility of C
contamination in the initial study, and which is reported to have led to reduced values for
the coe#cient of thermal expansion in this compound [199].
In conclusion, no evidence for a valence transition down to almost 100 K was found in Yb-
GaGe, contrary to the proposal of Salvador and co-workers, but consistent with the majority
of work on this system and which casts further doubt on the reported ZTE. I propose that pho-
toemission studies similar to this one will be able to resolve whether valence transitions drive
negative thermal expansion in other systems such as Sm2.75C60, Yb2.75C60 and Yb8Ge3Sb5.

6.2 Electronic structure of the charge-density-wave compound
Er5Ir4Si10

The electronic structure of Er5Ir4Si10, a compound that exhibits an incommensurate charge-
density-wave formation below 155 K, has been investigated by means of PE, ResPES and
XAS. The resonant photoemission and x-ray absorption measurements performed across the
Er N54 and Er M5 edge identify the Er 4f multiplet lines, the 4f occupancy and the character
of the states close to the Fermi edge [31].

6.2.1 Introduction

Ternary rare-earth (R) iridium silicides R5Ir4Si10 exhibit the coexistence of a charge density
wave (CDW) and a long-range magnetic ordering or superconductivity at low temperature
[200, 201]. A paradigm here is Er5Ir4Si10, an intermetallic compound that crystallises in a
three-dimensional tetragonal structure (see Figure 6.14) and displays anomalies at 155 K and
55 K in all transport, structural and thermodynamical properties [202, 203]. For example,
the resistivity curve exhibits a metallic character in the normal state above TCDW = 155
K, while below this temperature a di!erent metallic (partially gapped) state with reduced
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Figure 6.14: Crystal structure of
Er5Ir4Si10 (space group P4/mbm) (from
[202]). Three crystallographically inde-
pendent Er atoms are present in the unit
cell. The Er1 atoms form a chainlike
structure along the c axis that is embed-
ded in a network of closely bonded Er2,
Er3, and Ir atoms.

conductivity is present. In Er5Ir4Si10 the anisotropy ratio in the resistivity along the two
crystallographic directions, defined as #a/#c, is # 2.4 [202], much smaller than in canonical
CDW systems. The family of R5T4(Si/Ge)10 (where T=transition metal) showing CDWs all
have small and comparable anisotropy [204, 205].
X-ray di!raction measurements proved that these anomalies are due to a strongly-coupled
commensurate (at 55 K) and incommensurate (at 155 K) CDW formation [202, 204]. In
spite of the 3D structure of this crystal, the chain-like structure of Er atoms along the c axis
(Figure 6.14) may form a quasi-one dimensional electron band that can be fundamental for
the appearance of the CDW.
In addition, Er5Ir4Si10 displays an antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase transition at 2.8 K, mak-
ing this compound a unique example of magnetic system exhibiting a CDW [206]. The
observation of a resistivity depression by the application of magnetic field leading to a nega-
tive magnetoresistance at low temperatures suggests a possible interplay between CDW and
magnetism [203]. This interplay is further supported by the observation that the localised
Er magnetic moments are aligned along the c axis where also the periodic lattice distortion
associated with the CDW takes place [206].
Similar complex behavior has been found in Lu5Ir4Si10 that displays a strongly-coupled first-
order CDW formation below 83 K and a coexisting superconducting state below 3.9 K [205,
207, 208]. Lu5Ir4Si10 has the same stoichiometry and tetragonal structure as Er5Ir4Si10, but
shorter lattice parameters [201] and no magnetism due to the lanthanide contraction and the
filled 4f shell.
The partially filled 4f shell of the Er atoms in Er5Ir4Si10 gives rise to large localised magnetic
moments of 9.6 µB [203]. The magnetic mechanism leading to the long range AFM coupling at
low temperature in this system has been described as an indirect Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yosida (RKKY) exchange interaction [209] between the spins of the localised 4f electrons
interacting via spin polarisation of conduction electrons [205]. The same conduction electrons
that play an essential role in the magnetism as the mediators of magnetic interactions between
the 4f states are also responsible for the CDW formation and a putative Fermi surface
instability.
When a CDW emerges, a nesting of the Fermi surface and the opening of a partial or total
(pseudo)gap at at the Fermi level (EF ) is expected to take place. In fact in Er5Ir4Si10 below
155 K the conductivity is reduced along the c axis and a reduction of the density of states
(DOS) at EF due to the formation of a partial gap was suggested to take place from the
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muon relaxation rate measurements [210]. Optical conductivity experiments are underway
to directly probe the gap opening and its anisotropy [211].
Although the structural, electric and magnetic properties of the Er5Ir4Si10 phases are rather
well investigated experimentally, the electronic properties of this system are almost unknown.
It is important to have experimental results that can provide benchmarks for electronic
structure calculations. It is therefore interesting to investigate the eventual modifications
of the valence band (VB) across the CDW transition and the interplay of the lanthanide
4f electrons responsible for the local moment magnetism with the itinerant electrons, which
can be involved in the CDW transitions. It is also important to assess the presence and the
character of the itinerant electrons in the valence band. Since the 4f states in Er are usually
located in a binding energy (BE) range between 4 and 12 eV, the presence of the electrons
directly involved in the chemical bonds and in phase transitions (Er 5d, Er 6sp, Si 3spd, Ir
5d) can be evaluated from photoelectron spectroscopy (PES). In particular the character of
these states can be determined by exploiting the elemental selectivity obtained tuning the
photon energy across the absorption edge of a particular atom of the compound.
In this work the electronic structure of Er5Ir4Si10 has been investigated by means of PES
and x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), while resonant photoemission (ResPES) has been
used to study the partial DOS close to EF .

6.2.2 Experimental procedure

The experiment has been performed on beamline BACH at Elettra [88, 89]. The monochro-
mator resolution was set to 0.6 eV in the Er M54 photon energy range and 0.1 eV in the Er
N54 energy range.
The Er5Ir4Si10 and Lu5Ir4Si10 single crystals were synthesised in a tri-arc crystal puller using
the Czochralski technique. The crystals were fully characterised by x-ray di!raction and
electron-probe microanalysis which proved them to be single phase (secondary phases < 1%)
and with the correct stoichiometry [202, 208].
The sample surface was cleaved at 300 K in a pressure lower than 3 $ 10$10 mbar. In
order to keep the sample surface free from contamination during the experiment, the sample
was scraped or sputtered using Ar+ ions. Surface cleanliness was continuously checked by
monitoring the O 1s and the Si 2p core levels and the VB.
The photoemission measurements were performed using a 150 mm-VSW hemispherical elec-
tron analyser with a 16 channel detector. The absorption spectra were recorded in total
electron yield, and their energy scale was calibrated with valence band photoemission spec-
tra.

6.2.3 Experimental results

X-ray absorption spectroscopy

In Figure 6.15 (a) and (b) the Er M54 and N54 XAS spectra measured at room temperature
(RT) are shown. The experimental spectra (markers) are compared to the result of multiplet
calculation (solid line) performed for a 4f 11 configuration extracted from Refs. [212] and
[213], respectively. Below TCDW identical XAS lineshapes are observed (not shown here).
The Er N54 XAS spectrum exhibits several structures preceding the giant absorption and it
is well reproduced by the calculation by Ogasawara and Kotani for an Er3+ ion considering
4d * 4f excitation and the dominant 4d4f 4f super-Coster-Kronig decay channel [213].
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Figure 6.15: (a) Er M54 XAS spectrum measured at 300 K compared to the result of multiplet
calculation performed for a 4f 11 configuration extracted from Ref. [212]. (b) Er N54 XAS spectrum
measured at 300 K compared to the result of multiplet calculation performed for a 4f 11 configuration
extracted from [179].

Since in the N54 edge for heavy lanthanides the 4f * "f tunneling, where a continuum elec-
tron is emitted with low kinetic energy, is not relevant, the XAS lineshape is insensitive to
the environment and it is mainly determined by 4f occupancy [213]. The good agreement
of the experimental Er M54 and N54 XAS spectra with the multiplet calculation for a [Xe]
4f 11 ground state [212, 213] indicates that the 4f electron occupancy is 11 for all Er ions in
Er5Ir4Si10. No variation across the CDW transition is observed in the Er M54 and N54 XAS
spectra, indicating no change in the Er 4f occupancy in the CDW regime. The 4f 11 config-
uration for Er derived from these measurements fully supports the results of the magnetic
measurements that found for Er5Ir4Si10 single crystals a magnetic moment consistent with a
4f 11 (Er3+) configuration [203, 205].

PE and ResPES

Figure 6.16 shows the Er 4d core level obtained at RT with h( = 664.9 eV and a total energy
resolution of 0.35 eV. The experimental spectrum is reported together with the spectrum
resulting from a calculation performed for a 4f 11 configuration extracted from Ref. [179].
The spectrum exhibits a complex line distribution, determined by intra-atomic interaction
between the 4d core hole and the 4f shell. It is separated by exchange interaction in a low
BE region with narrow peaks and in a higher BE region with broad lines according to the
relative spin orientation of the 4d hole with respect to 4f electrons [179]. The broadening
of the lines is mainly determined by the sensitivity to the spin direction of the dominant
4d4f 4f super-Coster-Kronig decay process [179]. The multiplet intensity and width in this
spectrum is similar to that of metallic Er and Er3Rh [214, 215], while it is very di!erent from
that of Er sesquioxides or pyrosilicates [179, 216, 217]. In particular Guerfi et al. observed
how charge transfer a!ects the Er 4d line shape and BE: the clear doublet at 167.6 eV and
169.6 eV observed for metallic Er compounds disappears, replaced by a large peak centered
at 170.4 eV in ionic Er compounds. This strong variation makes the Er 4d core level a clear
fingerprint of the presence of itinerant electrons in the VB.
Figure 6.17 (b) shows a set of VB spectra measured at RT across the Er M5 absorption
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Figure 6.16: The Er 4d core level ob-
tained at 300 K with a 664.9 eV pho-
ton energy and a resolution of 0.35 eV
(raw data superimposed on the curve ob-
tained after smoothing) is reported to-
gether with the spectrum resulting from
a calculation performed for a 4f 11 con-
figuration extracted from [179].

edge at the photon energies corresponding to the open circles in Figure 6.17 (a). The main
4f multiplet lines are indicated in the spectra and labeled as A-E. The spectra have been
acquired with a total resolution of 2.2 eV and normalised to the photon flux. The structures
with BE around 25 eV and 31.5 eV are due Er 5p emission, the weak structure around 50
eV is the Er 5s core level, while the doublet at 61-64 eV BE are the Ir 4f core levels. Using
photon energies corresponding to the Er 3d * 4f transition, a giant resonant enhancement
of the Er-derived valence states occurs. As the photon energy is varied across the edge, the
di!erent multiplets that extend between 5 eV and 15 eV in the photoemission spectra are
enhanced independently. The di!erence spectrum obtained by subtracting the o!-resonance
spectrum (h( = 1390.3 eV) from one of the on-resonance (h( = 1405.3 eV) spectra is reported
in Figure 6.17 (c). In the di!erence spectrum a weak spectral weight related to Er DOS is
present in all the BE range between EF and the Er 4f multiplets. The same results are
obtained at 128 K, below TCDW , in Er M5 ResPES measurements (not shown here).
Figure 6.18 shows the VB spectra normalised to the photon flux and measured at 115 K
across the Er N54 absorption edge, on resonance at 167.8 eV and o! resonance at 159.8 eV.
Using photon energies corresponding to the Er 4d to 4f transition, a resonant enhancement
of the Er-derived valence states is obtained. The di!erence spectrum, reported in Figure
6.18, reveals the Er resonant spectral weight. The experimental di!erence spectrum, which
identifies the states originating from Er partial DOS, is compared to the 4f multiplet lines
obtained for a 4f 11 configuration from Ref. [217]. The Er 4f multiplet lines extend over a
BE range of #10 eV, between 5 eV and 15 eV. The 4f multiplets are shifted towards a higher
BE with respect to the same levels from metallic Er [218]. An analogous shift has also been
observed in Er2PdSi3 and has been attributed to a chemical shift related to the di!erent
chemical environment [219]. The Er 4f multiplets of the photoemission spectra are in good
agreement with the calculated energy distribution for Er 4f 11 ground state [217], confirming
the conclusions derived from the XAS spectra.
In the energy region from EF to 3 eV the di!erence spectrum exhibits a weak spectral weight
up to EF . A slightly larger density of Er states is found in a structure with BE around 0.2
eV followed by a small dip and broad structures at higher BEs (inset in Figure 6.18). At
about 4.5 eV there is a component, marked with a vertical line, which does not appear to
be related to the 4f 11 multiplets from the comparison with the theoretical predictions nor
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Figure 6.17: (a) Er M5 absorption edge, with the photon energies used for the ResPES VB measure-
ment indicated as full circles. (b) A set of normalised VB ResPES spectra measured at RT across the
Er M5 absorption edge at the photon energies indicated in (a). Capital letters A-E represent valence
band components at di!erent energy. (c) The di!erence between the spectra measured at h( = 1405.3
eV (#7) and at h( = 1390.3 eV (#1).

to contamination. Since this peak shows a resonant enhancement in Er N5 ResPES I can
argue that it is related to Er states but an assignment is not straightforward. Considering the
DOS calculations for ErSi2 [220] and the previous assignment of the VB states, this structure
should correspond to Er 6s and Er 6p states.
No variations in the VB di!erence spectrum obtained subtracting on and o! Er N54 resonance
spectra are observed at 183 K, above the CDW transition with respect to the measurements
at 115 K. Also above TCDW the di!erence spectrum (not shown here) shows spectral weight
starting from EF to the beginning of the 4f multiplet lines both in the Er M5 and in the Er
N5 ResPES measurements.
Figure 6.19 shows the e!ect of surface degradation on VB spectra measured at h(=178.5 eV
in a base pressure of 3 $ 10$10 mbar. The two spectra have been normalised to the photon
flux. I observed a relatively fast degradation of the crystal surface which manifests itself by
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Figure 6.18: VB spectra normalised to the photon flux measured across the Er N54 absorption edge,
on resonance at 167.8 eV and o! resonance at 159.8 eV at 115 K. The blue curve is the di!erence
spectrum, while the pink one represents the calculated 4f11 multiplet lines (from Ref. [217]). The
inset shows the zoom near EF of the di!erence spectrum.

a gradual intensity decrease of Ir 4f core levels (not shown here) as well as a broadening of
the Er 4f levels due to the growing up of a component with BE around 6-7 eV. After some
hours a depletion of the states close to EF , and the growing up of a SiOx component in Si
2p core level spectrum (not shown here) is observed. The depletion of the states close to EF

was also observed in Er metal, together with the growing up of components at 3.8 eV and
6.1 eV BE, associated to H chemisorption and at 6 eV BE associated to O 2p states [221].
The VB spectrum of Er5Ir4Si10 recorded with h(=47.5 eV shown in Figure 6.20 exhibits two
broad structures, around 2.5 eV and around 0.5 eV separated by shallow minima at 1.2 eV
and 3.4 eV. Two structures at 2.5 eV and 0.4-0.8 eV separated by shallow minima at 1.15
eV and 3.15 eV are also present in the ErSi1.7 VB acquired with h(=40.8 eV [220, 221]. In
ErSi1.7 these structures have been associated respectively to Er 5d and Er 5d -Si 3p hybridised
states from the comparison with calculated partial DOS of ErSi2 [220, 221]. The analogy of
the position of these structures with those in Er5Ir4Si10 suggests an analogous assignment.
In particular, the broad structure at 2.6 eV is associated to Er 5d6p-Si 3p hybridised states.
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Figure 6.19: The e!ect of surface
degradation on VB spectra measured at
h(=178.5 eV at a base pressure of 3 $
10!10 mbar.

These states are also probably mixed with Ir 5d states that are usually located in a large
band centered around 2 eV as in Ir single crystal [222]. The contribution of Er states to this
2.6 eV VB structure is supported by the Er 4d -4f ResPES, which reveals the presence of Er
states in the BE region between 2-3 eV. The VB line shape is similar to the one acquired
for Lu5Ir4Si10 (shown in Figure 6.20 for comparison), except the fact that for Lu5Ir4Si10 the
centroid of the broad feature is located at 2.9 eV. This fact supports the speculation about
the the presence of Er states in this energy region.
The VBs BE region between EF and 1.2 eV show instead a close similarity. This suggests
that these states and, in particular, the structure around 0.5 eV may originate mainly from a
covalent mixture of Ir 5d and Si 3sp states, even if the resonant enhancement of a structure
centered at about 0.2 eV (Figure 6.18) indicate that Er states are present here.
The presence of a finite density of Er itinerant states in the VB could explain the di!erences
observed in the Er 4d core level (Fig. 2) between systems where Er is fully ionised as in the
Er oxides (Er2O3, Er2Si2O7) [216] and systems where Er itinerant states are present in the
VB as in metallic Er, in Er3Rh [214] and in the present system. In particular Guerfi et al.
observed how Er ionisation a!ects the Er 4d line shape and BE, i.e., the clear doublet at
167.6 and 169.6 eV observed for metallic Er compounds disappears, replaced by a large peak
centered at 170.4 eV in ionic Er compounds.
No clear reduction of spectral weight around EF correlated with the transition to the CDW
state is observed in the present angle integrated measurements. In particular no variation
in the Er DOS is observed in the ResPES measurements. The CDW phase of Er5Ir4Si10 is
still metallic since the photoemission spectra show a clear Fermi edge even below the CDW
transition. This can be due to the averaging on the three a, b, c directions, while only the
Er chains along the c axis, where the periodic lattice distortion caused by the CDW occurs,
undergo the metal to insulator transition. Indeed #(T) along the a axis exhibits a metallic
behavior even in the CDW state, indicating that the energy gap is not completely opened,
i.e. there is a definite electronic density of states within the gap [203]. Since the nesting
of the Fermi surface is expected to occur preferentially along the % ! Z direction of the
first Brillouin zone (corresponding to the direction of c axis of the crystal), an angle-resolved
high-resolution photoemission investigation as a function of temperature along this particular
direction of the Brillouin zone should show the e!ects of the CDW formation.
The presence of a finite density of itinerant states in the VB below the CDW transition
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Figure 6.20: A comparison of the
Er5Ir4Si10 and Lu5Ir4Si10 VB.

supports the view that the local-moment magnetism of this system is due to an indirect
exchange between the localised 4f electrons mediated by the itinerant conduction electrons.
The measurements indicate that besides the itinerant Si 3sp and Ir 3spd states, itinerant Er
states are also present in the VB. In particular, a weak structure associated with Er 5d states
that appears close to EF may play an important role in this exchange coupling.

6.2.4 Conclusions

PES, ResPES and XAS measurements have been performed on Er5Ir4Si10 and Lu5Ir4Si10
single crystals in order to investigate the electronic properties of Er5Ir4Si10 across the in-
commensurate CDW transition at 155 K. The measurements indicate that all Er ions have
a occupancy of 11 electrons in the 4f shell both above and below the incommensurate CDW
transition supporting the conclusions of previous magnetic measurements [203, 205].
The character of the VB states has been investigated by ResPES. In particular, the o!-
resonance spectra have been subtracted from the spectra obtained on resonance on the mul-
tiplet lines appearing in the Er N54 and M5 XAS. In the di!erence spectra the contribution
from Er partial DOS in the VB is highlighted. Both above and below TCDW the di!erence
spectra show a weak spectral weight associated to Er states between EF and the Er 4f mul-
tiplets. The presence of itinerant Er non-f states in the VB is supported by the lineshape of
Er 4d core level.
The similarity of the VB spectra of Er5Ir4Si10 and Lu5Ir4Si10 suggest that the structure
around 0.5 eV present in both samples may originate from a covalent mixture of Ir and Si
sp states. The structure at BE around 2.6 eV is assigned to Er-Si hybridised states for the
analogy with the ErSi1.7 VB. Er N54 ResPES reveal a structure originating from Er states
centered at a BE of 0.2 eV which is assigned to Er 5d states. From the present angle-
integrated photoemission measurements the system appears metallic both above and below
the incommensurate CDW transition with no clear variation of the Er DOS.
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Summary

This thesis illustrates the results obtained on a number of solid crystalline materials using
core-levels spectroscopies such as resonant photoemission (ResPES) and x-ray absorption
(XAS) spectroscopies. Resonant photoemission spectroscopy takes advantage of the quan-
tum mechanical interference e!ect between the direct photoemission process from the valence
band (VB) and the indirect photoemission via an Auger recombination while the photon en-
ergy is tuned across the binding energy of a given core level of the sample under investigation.
This results in the enhancement of the photoemission cross section of element-specific occu-
pied VB states. X-ray absorption spectroscopy consists of shining light with energy around
the absorption threshold of a given core level of the system under investigation, and acquiring
the current generated in the sample. This electric signal is proportional to the unoccupied
density of states mediated by the matrix elements of the “core-level* empty valence states”
electronic transitions projected onto the excited atomic site via the dipole selection rules.
The experiments were carried out at the BACH beamline of the Elettra synchrotron radia-
tion facility in Trieste (Italy). Linearly horizontally and vertically polarised light was used,
therefore characterised by a well defined direction of oscillation for the electric field of the
radiation, in order to couple the element specificity of these techniques with their symmetry
properties. From the detailed analysis of the experimental data, one can learn information
about the orbital occupation, the character and the symmetry of the occupied and empty
states. Moreover, ResPES provides a way to access the time scale of the charge transfer
properties, if the excited core electron delocalises via hopping on ligand orbitals before the
core hole decays.
The common feature of the compounds discussed in this thesis ([Bi2Ca2O4]RS·[CoO2]1.67,
Srn+1RunO3n+1, metallic Mn, YbGaGe and Er5Ir4Si10) is that they almost all belong to the
class of correlated electron systems, i.e. compounds whose properties are dominated by strong
electron-electron correlations. This is the case when the on-site electron-electron repulsion U
is much larger than the energies associated with the overlap of atomic orbitals belonging to
di!erent atoms. As in a solid these energies are characterised by the width W of the energy
band under consideration, a large U/W ratio is expected in systems involving well-localised
electrons like the 4f and 5f electrons of the rare earths and actinides, but also 3d and also
4d electrons of the transition metals, even if, due to the larger radial extend of the 4d wave
functions, the electron correlations are espected to be weaker in 4d systems. More in general,
strong electron-electron correlations can give rise to a large variety of peculiar phenomena such
as for example high-temperature or unconventional superconductivity, quantum criticality,
heavy fermion behavior, colossal magnetoresistance and orbital ordering.
In the course of tis thesis work I have investigated the nearly insulating Bi-Ca misfit cobaltate,
which shows a high thermoelectric power (TEP) at room temperature, the first three member
of the Ruddlesden-Popper series series of Sr ruthenates Srn+1RunO3n+1, showing a variety
of fascinating physical properties, the charge transfer dynamics in metallic Mn, and finally
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the electronic structure and rare earth valence in the intermetallic compound YbGaGe and
in the charge density wave system Er5Ir4Si10.

Electronic structure and charge transfer processes in Bi-Ca misfit cobaltate

[Bi2Ca2O4]RS·[CoO2]1.67 (BiCaCoO) is a parent compound of the well investigated Na cobal-
tates, and a member of the Bi misfit cobaltates family. It a mixed-valence high-TEP material,
where Co ions are found in 3+ or 4+ oxidation states. It is characterised by a complex three-
dimensional crystalline structure, where CoO2 distorted octahedra layers are separated by
four insulating rock-salt (RS) layers. The RS block acts as a charge reservoir for the CoO2

layers and a!ects the Co3+/Co4+ ratio, putting BiCaCoO in the nearly band-insulator region
of the temperature-doping phase diagram of the more investigated Na cobaltates, where un-
expected magnetic correlations are detected. The trigonal distortion of the octahedra makes
the occupied Co 3d t2g states to split into new states, one with out-of-plane a1g symmetry,
and the other double degenerate e"g states with more in-plane character.
Polarisation dependent photoemission (PE), ResPES and XAS measurements have been per-
formed on BiCaCoO in order to elucidate the nature and the character of the Co 3d occupied
and unoccupied VB electronic states and to evaluate the degree of hybridisation of the Co-O
bonds. In particular, ResPES measurements at the Co L3 and Co M32 edges reveal strong
Co 3d character down to # 4.5 eV binding energy (BE), accompanied with a significant
overlap between states with Co 3d and O 2p character between 1.8 and 4.5 eV below EF .
The correlation satellite detected at 10.5 eV binding energy is a fingerprint of a strongly cor-
related behavior. These measurements, together with polarisation dependent PE and XAS
measurements, confirm that the occupied and empty states across EF have a1g out-of-plane
symmetry, according to what observed for Na cobaltates.
Concerning the de-excitation emissions, the kinetic energy of Co 2p3/23d3d and O 1s2p2p
Auger peaks has been measured while the photon energy was scanned across Co L3 and O K
edges, respectively. These emissions undergo a transition from a Raman to a normal Auger
regime in correspondence of the Co 2p3/2 * Co 3d (a1g) threshold and the O 1s*O 2p
! Co 3d (a1g) hybridised threshold, respectively. In the limit of the sudden approximation,
this result suggests a picture in which the electron hopping process between neighbouring
Co a1g states across EF is mediated by O 2p states with suitable symmetry. The charge
transfer time, estimated from the value of the detuning energy and the core hole life time,
is calculated to be # 3 fs for electrons from Co 3d to O 2p states, and # 3.3 fs for electron
transfer from O 2p to Co 3d states.

Ru 4d electronic structure of Srn+1RunO3n+1 (n = 1, 2, 3)

Strontium-Ruthenium oxides of the Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) series Srn+1RunO3n+1 are a
particularly interesting class of 4d materials showing a rich variety of fascinating physical
properties which strongly depend on the number n of RuO2 octahedral layers. Sr2RuO4,
the n = 1 member, with the same crystal structure as copper oxide high-Tc superconduc-
tors, shows unconventional superconductivity with a spin-triplet pairing at Tc + 1.5 K. The
n = 2 bilayered member, Sr3Ru2O7, is an enhanced Pauli paramagnet close to magnetic or-
der, which at low temperatures undergoes a metamagnetic quantum phase transition ending
in a quantum critical point, with values for the magnetic field induced transition ranging
from 4.9 T (for H - ab plane) to 7.9 T (for H - c axis). The n = 3 trilayered member,
Sr4Ru3O10 provides evidence of a true long-range ferromagnetism with TCurie , 105 K with
very unusual anisotropic properties under applied magnetic fields. Below T # , 50 K, a
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metamagnetic transition is induced by a magnetic field applied in the ab plane, with strong
magnetocrystalline anisotropy and ferromagnetic domain formation. While Sr2RuO4 has an
almost perfect body-centered tetragonal crystal structure, Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10 show
an orthorhombic structure due to correlated rotation about the c-axis of the neighboring
corner-sharing octahedra within each layer of the double and triple perovskite blocks.
In order to understand such the variety of ground states exhibited by Sr ruthenates, I have
studied the e!ect of the interlayer exchange coupling and the crystal distortions on the Ru
4d electronic structure and orbital occupation in Sr2RuO4, Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10 by
measuring the polarisation-dependent O K edge (XAS) as a function of the incidence angle
and the photon polarisation. XAS at the O K edge has a proven ability to study the site
symmetry and the occupation of empty states hybridised with O 2p orbitals.
This comparative investigation constitutes a testing ground for future theoretical calculations,
and allow to evaluate the e!ect of the interlayer coupling and the crystal distortions on the
Ru 4d electronic structure and orbital occupation. The absorption line shape and the crystal
field parameters are strongly modified in the three systems. The fit of the experimental
data, performed with six Voight singlets representing the Ru 4d - O 2p hybridised states,
reveals that the yz/zxA peak near EF is shifted and suppressed in Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10

with respect to Sr2RuO4. This could be ascribed to the lattice distortions in Sr3Ru2O7

and Sr4Ru3O10 (i.e. the in-plane rotation of the octahedra, and their tilting Sr4Ru3O10)
that reduce the e!ective overlap integral between Ru 4d - O 2p bands and change the O
1s core electron BE. Moreover, it can be speculated that the same mechanism described for
Sr2RhO4 [132] and Ca2$xSr2RuO4 [133] could be responsible for the di!erences in Sr3Ru2O7

and Sr4Ru3O10, i.e. the hybridisation between xy and x2 ! y2 bands, allowed by the in-
plane rotation, that leads to the formation of a gap between xy/x2!y2 hybridised bands and
moves the xy band below the Fermi level. In addition, the interlayer coupling is believed to be
responsible for the quenching of the angular dependence of the x2!y2

P state in Sr3Ru2O7 and
Sr4Ru3O10. The interlayer coupling allows dx2$y2 !dz2 mixing and causes a redistribution of
the spectral weight within the eg manifold: while the relative intensity of the x2! y2

P and z2
A

state are severely decreased in Sr3Ru2O7 and Sr4Ru3O10, the x2! y2
A and z2

P states strongly
increase their spectral weight in the latter systems.

Resonant photoemission spectroscopy of metallic Mn at the Mn L3 edge

VB spectra of a thick Mn metal film deposited on Si(111) have been measured by means
of ResPES across the Mn L3 absorption edge [25]. ResPES spectra detect the two-hole VB
satellite in Mn at located 3.3 eV below EF . Above the ionisation threshold, its pure Raman-
Auger turns into a mixed Raman to normal Auger regime. This suggests the coexistence
of weakly localised and delocalised Mn 3d electronic states up to the resonance energy EX .
Only when h( is high enough the system evolves into a true normal Auger regime photoelec-
trons delocalise or escape to vacuum. Moreover, Mn metal shows a transition from Raman
to normal Auger regime that is di!erent from other TMs, probably because of their di!erent
electronic structures. Mn partial density of states extends down to 12 eV below EF , support-
ing the presence of many-electron e!ects in the PE final state, with an evident Fermi edge
indicating the metallic character of the thick films. The width of Mn spectral weight suggests
a delocalisation of the Mn 3d electronic states.
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Temperature-independent ytterbium valence in YbGaGe

YbGaGe was reported to be a near zero thermal expansion material [27, 28, 29] was explained
by an underlying mechanism where, with increasing temperature, a gradual transfer of elec-
trons from the localised Yb 4f band to the Ga 4p band causes a change in the oxidation state
of the Yb from Yb2+ to Yb3+ [27, 29]. The contraction in the ionic radius of Yb associ-
ated with this change in oxidation state compensates for the lattice expansion that would
otherwise occur on heating and leads to a net zero thermal expansion e!ect.
The ytterbium valence has been determined as a function of temperature in YbGaGe by
measuring Yb 3d, 4d and 4f levels, which directly yield the Yb valence, using x-ray photoe-
mission at various incident photon energies. Careful analysis enabled the clear separation of
surface and bulk contributions. In particular, ResPES at the 4d-4f absorption edge was used
to enhance the low contribution of the Yb3+ component. Contrary to the initially proposed
Yb valence transition, no change in the Yb valence (determined as 2.29) was found from room
temperature down to almost 100 K [30].

Electronic structure of the charge-density-wave compound Er5Ir4Si10

Er5Ir4Si10 is an intermetallic compound that crystallises in a three-dimensional tetragonal
structure with one-dimensional structure of Er atoms along the c axis. It exhibits transitions
to an incommensurate and a commensurate charge density wave (CDW) below 155 K and 55
K, respectively [202, 204], accompanied by an antiferromagnetic phase transition at 2.8 K,
making this compound a unique example of magnetic system exhibiting a CDW [206].
PE, ResPES and XAS measurements have been performed on Er5Ir4Si10 single crystals in
order to investigate the electronic properties of Er5Ir4Si10 across the incommensurate CDW
transition at 155 K. The measurements indicate that all Er ions have a occupancy of 11
electrons in the 4f shell both above and below the incommensurate CDW transition.
The character of the VB states has been investigated by ResPES. In particular, the o!-
resonance spectra have been subtracted from the spectra obtained on resonance on the mul-
tiplet lines appearing in the Er N54 and M5 XAS. In the di!erence spectra the contribution
from Er partial DOS in the VB is highlighted. Both above and below TCDW the di!erence
spectra show a weak spectral weight associated to Er states between EF and the Er 4f mul-
tiplets. The presence of itinerant Er non-f states in the VB is supported by the lineshape of
Er 4d core level.
The similarity of the VB spectra of Er5Ir4Si10 and Lu5Ir4Si10 (a parent compound that
displays a strongly-coupled first-order CDW formation below 83 K and a coexisting super-
conducting state below 3.9 K [205, 207, 208]), suggests that the structure around 0.5 eV
below EF present in both samples may originate from a covalent mixture of Ir and Si sp
states. The structure around 2.6 eV binding energy is assigned to Er-Si hybridised states
for the analogy with the ErSi1.7 VB. Er N54 ResPES reveal a structure originating from Er
states centered at a BE of 0.2 eV which is assigned to Er 5d states. From the present angle-
integrated photoemission measurements the system appears metallic both above and below
the incommensurate CDW transition with no clear variation of the Er DOS.
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List of acronyms

(in alphabetic order)

AFM antiferromagnetic

ARPES Angle Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy

BE binding energy

CDW charge density wave

CW Curie-Weiss

DOS density of states

EBSD electron backscattered di!raction

EDS energy dispersive spectrometer

FZ floating zone

FM ferromagnetic

IT ionisation threshold

KE kinetic energy

LEED Low energy electron di!raction

LT low temperature

MI metal-to-insulator

PE photoemission

PES photoemission spectroscopy

PLOM polarised-light optical microscopy

PY partial electron yield

QCP quantum critical point

ResPES resonant photoemission spectroscopy

RKKY Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida



114 List of acronyms

RP resonant profiles

RPP Ruddlesden-Popper

RS rock-salt

RSW resonant spectral weight

RT room temperature

SEM scanning electron microscopy

VB valence band

TEP thermoelectric power

TMOs transition metal oxides

TMs transition metals

XAS x-ray absorption spectroscopy

XRD x-ray di!raction

ZTE zero thermal expansion

3D three dimensional



List of symbols

. thermoelectric power (or Seebeck coe#cient)

% core-hole lifetime

D3d trigonal local symmetry group

'eff energy splitting between eg orbitals in ruthenates

'E incident photon electric field

EB binding energy

EF Fermi energy, Fermi level

Ekin kinetic energy

ERA Raman-Auger crossover energy

EX energy at the maximum of the absorption edge

Eth resonance threshold energy

"0 energy splitting between t2g orbitals in ruthenates

Hint perturbation Hamiltonian

h(, !% incident photon energy

Jex Hunds rule exchange energy

/ thermal conductivity

/e carrier thermal conductivity

/l lattice thermal conductivity

m misfit parameter in cobaltates crystal structure

Mfi matrix element

µB Bohr magneton

n number of RuO6 layers per unit cell

nh hole occupation number of 4f shell
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Oh octahedral local symmetry group

&A analyser work function

q Fano asymmetry parameter

#a a-axis resistivity

#ab ab-plane resistivity

#c c-axis resistivity

#(E) density of states

#res residual resistivity

, electrical conductivity

Tc surperconducting transition temperature

TCDW charge density wave transition temperature

TCurie ferromagnetic transition temperature

TM metamagnetic transition temperature

*ch core-hole characteristic decay time

*ct charge-transfer lifetime

+inc incidence angle

U Coulomb potential

vY b ytterbium valence

W bandwidth

zT figure of merit

& detuning
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